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ABSTRACT
Techniques of wave propagation in layered plates are used to evaluate the
integrity and the material properties of the asphalt covered concrete deck of a bridge.
Seismic waves are generated on the field by a point impact load, which is studied in
detail, and surface motions are recorded at four stations forming a single line with the
impact location.
In order to simplify the problem and to lay the ground for a field analysis,
numerical simulations are carried out for an impact problem on an infinite layered plate
and the surface displacements at the location of the four stations are processed in the
time-frequency domain. Two major types of waves are isolated: waves that are multiply
reflected in the thickness dimensions of the plate, primarily observable in the vicinity of
the impact point (i.e. at the first two stations), and surface waves that are dominant at the
two most remote stations.
The multiply reflected waves are used in an impact-echo method to measure the
deck thickness and to detect possible delaminations. The numerical simulations yield
very good results and, although the length of field recordings needs be extended, the field
results are also promising.
Surface displacements at the two most remote stations, obtained by numerical
simulations, are processed in the frequency domain to compute the dispersion curves of
surface waves. Such dispersion curves are used to evaluate the elastic properties of the
materials, in particular the shear wave velocities in the asphalt and in the concrete. This
technique can be used to point out concrete in poor condition, however, the analysis
shows stability problems.
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I- STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
I-1) Motivations for Non-Destructive-Testing techniques
The maintenace of concrete structures such as bridge decks or pavements requires
that the civil engineer or the maintenance engineer be in possession of tools that enable
him to scrutinize in depth the structure in such a way that he can identify and locate
possible defects. Those structures suffer from degradations that are most of the time
invisible from the surface. With a system that checks the physical state of the structure in
depth it can be decided whether or not the user's safety is jeopardized, in which case
proper maintenance can be carried out.
Several techniques exist to assess the condition of a concrete structure. The most
reliable consists in taking a sample of the structure, by coring, and analyzing it. The
major drawback of this destructive method, is that it cannot be carried out on a large scale
without damaging too much the structure. By contrast, non destructive testing (NDT)
methods scan the object but do not degrade it.
1-2) State of the art
This safety interest has aroused several non-destructive evaluation techniques
among which we find radar, sonic, ultrasonic and seismic inspections. The choice of the
best method to use depends primarily on the material to be tested, the information
expected, and the experimental conditions on the field. Radar methods are efficient in
detecting and delineating reinforcing steel bars and possible delaminations, as well as
cracked and voided spots where moisture occurs. If radar examination works well for the
inspection of layers close to the surface, a deeper penetration in the structure at lower
frequencies must be traded off against a poorer resolution. Radar techniques are also
inefficient to locate voids where water or moisture is absent.
Acoustics methods (i.e. seismic, sonic and ultrasonic) all work on a common
principle. Waves emitted by transducers or impact generators, are transmitted through the
concrete medium along complex paths, bounce back and forth on interfaces and
boundaries until they are received by sensors at the surface. Again according to the
materials and the shape of the structure, different frequencies must be used, and the
system must be chosen accordingly. All these methods aim at determining the internal
characteristics, such as the elastic properties, strengths of the materials, and help the
engineer to locate and evaluate cracks, delamination, voids and other possible
deteriorations.
Seismic measurements have been intensively used in geophysics, in particular in
the exploration for oil. As it has been so far very successful in that domain, we may want
to extend the scope of those methods to the evaluation of concrete structures and
pavements. The main advantage of seismic wave generation on other acoustic methods, is
that it is easy to generate a fairly great amount of energy which penetrates deep in the
structure and therefore allows the inspection of thick media. Besides, it is also quite easy
to perform seismic impacts using a hammer or shooting a bullet onto the structure. The
experimental setup is usually small and measurements can be done extremely fast on a
large scale. This operational reliability compensates for a possible additional complexity
in the processing of collected data or in the interpretation of the results.
Because of that additional complexity, the direct interpretation of seismic traces is
very seldom straightforward, and the data must be processed quite intensively to convey
clear information. In addition, since the experimental conditions are very seldom that of a
laboratory, the seismic signal is usually mixed with noise and statistical analysis must
often be carried out.
1-3) Engineering constraints and limitations
The maintenance engineer is most often concerned with the evaluation of a huge
area, as of a highway an airport runway, or a bridge deck, and must therefore cope with a
considerable amount of data. To be effective, an evaluation system should be able to
operate in the field, in real time. This must be one of our major concerns and it will be the
criterion to state whether the scanning system we want to achieve is operational or not.
Clearly, there must is a compromise to find between an operational system and a complex
analysis.
1-4) Objectives
In this thesis, our aim is to lay the ground for a methodology of seismic analysis
in order to perform an in-place, non-destructive testing of concrete decks. We want to be
able to process seismic recordings in order to characterize the depth, thickness and some
specific properties (i.e. Young modulus, shear modulus...) of the concrete structure and
above all, locate and identify delaminated, cracked or weak portions.
Our first step is to understand the physical problem of wave propagation in a
structure such as a bridge deck. We, of course, refer to the literature, and we also make
use of numerical simulations. The main difficulty is to simplify the analysis, so that it can
actually be operational. For that purpose, we reduce the complex problem of wave
propagation in a deck, to simpler ones, where only few propagation modes exist and are
well identified. Evidently, those simpler models are valid in certain areas in space, and at
certain moments in time, and we need to define those conditions properly.
II- STATEMENT OF SOLUTION
11-1) Description of approach
Our approach can be decomposed in two steps: in order to have a good
understanding of the physical problem, we first develop models, that we name forward
models, and find out where they are applicable. Then, starting analyses carried out
according to those models, we conceive inverse algorithms that process the field or
simulated data in order to reveal properties of the structure or of the materials.
The forward models aspire to describe the propagation of waves in concrete
structures of different geometries and material characteristics. Very few analytical
solutions exist and therefore this part is generally performed with finite element codes. In
our case, for simplicity reasons (justifications are given in chapter III), we model the
bridge deck as an infinite layered plate. In the simulations, we account for the presence of
defects by varying the thicknesses or the elastic properties of the sublayers which
constitute the plate.
Based on the forward models, the inverse schemes draw information from the
signal collected on the field, to yield certain characteristics of the structure. Namely, for
each wave propagation mode that we study through a forward model, we design an
algorithm for the inverse problem. Since we wish that the numerical analysis be
operational on the field, a major constrain for us, is to produce an algorithm that can be
executed in real time.
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11-2) Technique used for data acquisition
All seismic wave measurements are performed by Weston NDT1 with the
WesCET system. The latter consist in an impact generator (a BB gun) and four sensors
aligned on a row that record vertical stress at the surface. The gun shoots a copper bullet
almost vertically towards the asphalt at a speed of 360 ft/s (110 m/s). The sensors are
placed respectively at 1" (2.54cm), 7" (17.8cm), 19" (48.3cm), 31" (78.7cm) as shown in
Figure 1.1. They are attached to four wheels (four per wheel) so that as the device rolls on
the pavement, a row the sensors comes in contact with the asphalt every foot (30.5cm).
The contact between the deck and sensor is improved by a fluid that is injected in
between, shortly before the gun is triggered. This system thus accounts for surface
irregularities.
The BB gun shoots a copper bullet at a speed of 110 m/s that bounces back on the
deck surface. This problem is studied in detail in chapter II in which we derive the
contact time of the impact, and the shape of the contact force. The sensors are piezo
electric systems that transform vertical stress into voltage. Each sensor is connected to a
multiplexed 12 bit A/D converter that has a resolution of 5 millivolts. The converter is
activated by a 1 MHz clock and since the four channels are multiplexed, the sampling rate
for each channel is 250 kHz, leading to a Nyquist frequency of 125 MHz, which is more
than enough for our problem, as we prove it in chapter III. The data are recorded by a
desktop computer in a van at the site.
The first station, 1" away from the impact location, is mainly used by Weston
NDT as a trigger channel to detect the arrival of a surface impulse and start the recording
on all four channels. Triggering occurs when this first channel exceeds 50 millivolts. To
account for the travel time of the Rayleigh wave that is actually detected, 50
microseconds of flat signal are added at the beginning of each channel. The first three
channels are recorded digitally over a period of 500 microseconds (125 samples) and the
fourth channel over a longer period of 750 microseconds (188 samples).
1 Weston NDT, P.O. Box 550, Lyons Street, Westboro, MA 01581-05550
5
Sensor 1 Sensor 2 Sensor 3 Sensor 4
1 6" 12
I | IIlid
II A
4 sensors per wheel
Figure 1.1: Recording device
The whole recording system is operated by a single man on a large scale (it
scrutinizes a bridge deck or a road at a rate of 5,000 square feet, i.e. 460 square meters
per hour). This fast pace explains why we are so concerned with an automatic and real
time analysis of the data. The machine rolls on the bridge deck in between two supporting
beams, as shown in Figure 1.2, in such a way that it is always on the concrete slab only.
direction of testing progression
/ / /
/ / / /
/ / / /
/ // //
testing area
Concrete Deck
Metallic Supports
(beams)
Figure 1.2: Testing area on a concrete deck bridge
11-3) Sensors
The sensor used by Weston NDT, is a piezo electric device that is primarily
designed for underwater acoustics. In the way it is mounted, it measures the pressure at
its surface in contact with the deck surface. In the numerical simulations that we carry
out, the output is the surface motion at the location of the sensors, in terms of
displacements, velocities or accelerations. To compare it with the field data, we need to
relate the contact pressure of the coupled system deck-sensor with one of the surface
motion quantities. In appendix A, we show that the relation between the contact pressure
and the surface motion in terms of displacements and its derivatives, depends essentially
on the way the sensor is attached to the supporting wheel. We come to the conclusion,
that with the actual setting, the recordings are proportional to accelerations. However, this
connection can be changed easily, and the recordings can be made proportional to
displacements. Therefore, there are no particular constraint on the variable of analysis,
and we must use, the one that yields the more structural information. We show for that
purpose, in chapter III, that displacement is the richest quantity in terms of structural
information.
11-4) Preliminary interpretation
We present here briefly, how the engineers at Weston NDT, interpret the data
collected in the field. Figure 1.3 shows a set of field data recorded on a bridge deck. The
vertical axis displays the horizontal distance on the bridge deck in feet. The recordings at
the four stations are shown one after the other on the horizontal axis. The compression
and Rayleigh waves arrival times are marked manually (P and R) at station 3 and 4. With
these graphs, P and S wave velocities can be computed. Other elastic characteristics are
also inferred from those velocities.
A weak zone is marked in Figure 1.3, which corresponds to a sudden change in
the global aspect of the signal. The engineers at Weston NDT interpret this sudden
change as a deterioration of the structure.
P wave arrivals S, R wave arrivals
Weak zone
First station Second station Third station Fourth station
0.5 ms 0.5 ms 0.5 ms 0.75 ms
Figure 1.3: Field recordings
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III- DEVELOPMENT
111-1) Initial impulse shape
Our first concern is to understand in detail, wave propagation phenomena in a
layered (concrete and asphalt) plate subject to an bullet impact. In chapter II, we study the
initial step of the mechanical problem, i.e. the impact of a cooper bullet on an asphalt
layer. Our main purpose in doing so, is to compute the duration of the impact and the
shape of the contact force versus time. Indeed, this kind of information is extremely
useful to determine the frequency component of the collision force and hence, of the
propagating waves in the deck. For that purpose, we review in chapter II, the Hertz theory
for contact problems. In particular, we apply Timoshenko's analytical solution of the
impact of two elastic spheres to our case. We also compare the analytical results with
those of a finite element code.
111-2) Understanding the problem: forward models
Having obtained the initial impulse shape, we can proceed in the analysis of wave
propagation in a bridge deck. The objective of chapter III is first to delineate the area
where certain waves are observable in order to sketch a strategy for an analysis. Thus, we
review the characteristics of body waves and surface waves, first in a half space and
eventually in an infinite plate. We especially account for geometric attenuation of those
waves in order to decide where they should be studied in practice.
To be more specific, we introduce numerical simulations based on a layered plate
model. We process the results, namely surface displacements at the locations of the true
stations, in the time and in the frequency domain. We develop a local Fourier transform
that enables us to locate the arrival times of different waves.
In particular, we separate the study of body and surface waves by reserving the
data of stations 1 and 2 to the analysis of multiply reflected compression waves (see
chapter IV) and the results of station 3 and 4 to the analysis of surface waves (see
chapter V).
111-3) Heuristic inverse techniques: Impact-Echo and Surface Wave methods
The next step is to design a methodology to analyze field data. Body waves,
essentially compression waves, are addressed to in the Impact-Echo method in chapter
IV. The idea b::hind this technique is to locate, in the frequency domain, multiply
reflected P waves that bounce back and forth across the thickness of the plate, but do not
propagate horizontally. We first adopt a heuristic approach that looks at ray paths in a
layered (concrete and asphalt) plate. Although it gives quite good results, in particular for
the measurement of the total plate thickness, it does not take into account all the coupling
effects between the asphalt and the concrete layers. Therefore, we also study the exact
solution for a-two-layer plate. In each case, we build up an algorithm for the inverse
problem that consists in finding the main geometric characteristics, primarily the
thickness of the deck.
In chapter V, we focus more on the elastic properties of the materials than on the
geometry of the structure. Namely, we compute by different means, the surface wave
velocity. We then relate it to the average elastic moduli, so as to obtain an estimate of the
condition of the structural materials. The inverse algorithm consists here, in comparing
the velocities derived from the numerical analysis, with the exact analytical solution.
CHAPTER II:IMPACT PROBLEM
Outline
I- Introduction and scope of work
II- Mathematical model
III- Discretization
IV- Numerical Solution and comparison with analytical solutions
V- Conclusion
I- INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE OF WORK
In this chapter we establish the reaction of a soft asphalt layer to the impact of a
spherical copper bullet. The results of this analysis, in particular, the values of the force
applied by the bullet onto the layer will be used as an initial wavelet data in further
studies of wave propagation in the concrete deck with a thin asphalt layer on top. Our aim
is primarily to compute the contact time and the shape of the reaction of the asphalt layer.
To this purpose, we compare the result of a finite element model with an
analytical solution based on Hertz contact theory and developed by Timoshenko and
Goodier [26]. In order to validate the use of the finite element model, we first test it on a
simpler model, namely the impact of a copper bullet on a rigid surface, and then we will
extend the model to the impact on the asphalt layer.
II- MATHE'TJATICAL MODEL
11-1) Derivation
In [15], Timoshenko and Goodier derived equations for the contact force and
deformations associated with the impact of two elastic spheres of radii Ri and R2
approaching with initial velocities Vi and V2 parallel to their center line. In our
particular case, one of the spheres is a copper bullet of radius R2=2mm, and the other has
an infinite radius (ki=oo) to represent either a flat rigid surface (in which case El is
infinite) or a soft asphalt layer (El finite).
v1 V2
R2
Figure 2.1: Timoshenko and Goodier's impact of two
spheres
Timoshenko assumed that all materials remain linearly elastic, and that the radius
of contact the surface is very small in comparison to the radii of the spheres.
Therefore, our finite element model also deals with linearly elastic materials. We
will look for any discrepancies between the finite element results and the mathematical
model, to check if the radius of the contact surface reaches the order of magnitude of R2.
We will only consider a one dimensional problem, the centers of gravity of the
spheres moving on a single common line.
Timoshenko derived the following: as soon as the spheres come to contact, they
develop compressive forces, the resultant of which is labeled P (positive). Their velocities
V1 and V2 vary according to equation (2-1)
m1 i = -P m22 = -P (2-1)dt dt
where mi and m2 are the masses of spheres 1 and 2. Define a to be the distance one
sphere approaches the other due to local compression, then
a=V + V2  =-P m+m2 (2-2)
m 1m2
Now using the notations
mi+m 2  n 16 R1R2  (2-3)
mn m2  n= (R1 +R 2Xk,+k 2 )2
where
1-v
ki-L i= 1,2
nEi
Ei and vi being, respectively, the Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio of the two
materials, the equation of motion becomes
a = - n. nia3/2  (2-4)
Integrating once, we obtain the velocity of approach
a2 = v2 - .nnia5/2 (2-5)0
where vo is the initial approach velocity. In particular, we find the distance of approach
when the compression is maximum to be
5 0 2/5 
(2-6)
The equations above can be integrated numerically and the results in the two
particular cases that we have chosen will be compared to the finite element results later in
this chapter.
One interesting value is the contact time, tcontact, which can be reduced to
teontact = 2.94 (2-7)
Copper Bullet Asphalt
Young's Modulus 1.92E+1 I Pa 8.04E+09 Pa
Poisson's ratio 0.33 0.33
density 8900 kg/m3 2100 kg/m3
P-wave velocity 5,660 m/s 2,382 m/s
impact on: a rigid layer a soft asphalt layer
contact time (microseconds) 4.42 15.97
maximum approach/R1 8.2% 29.9%
NB: R2=2mm and VO=1 I10m/s
Table 2.1: Material characteristics
11-2) Numerical values
As stated above, the radius of the second sphere is extended to infinity in order to
represent a flat surface. Hence, c becomes the approaching distance of the center of
gravity of the spherical bullet to its target surface (either the rigid surface or the asphalt
layer). The material characteristics are given in Table 2.1.
III- FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
111-1) Preliminary remarks
We can have an approximation of the first oscillatory mode of the bullet, saying
that at the moment of impact, the projectile can roughly be seen as a rod of length 4mm
fixed on one side and free at the other end, whose lowest natural frequency is c/4L = 353
kHz. We need to compare this value with the frequency components of the impact force
(more or less half a sinusoid of 4 microsecond duration) whose spectrum is important
around 1/8 ts= 125 kHz. We then expect the bullet to behave in a quasi-static fashion. It is
even more the case when we consider the impact en an asphalt layer 1/32t=31 kHz.
In this latter case, during the 16 microsecond impact, compression waves
propagate in the asphalt layer with a phase velocity of 2,382m/s corresponding to a
maximum distance of 38mm at the end of the impact. We therefore have to account for
possible reflections on the boundaries of our finite element model.
111-2) Integration method and discretization
The problems studied here are fundamentally non-linear because of the contact
condition. Therefore, only direct integration methods work. We used an implicit direct
integration, namely the Trapezoidal Rule which is unconditionally stable. That allowed us
to obtain results with a reasonable time step, i.e.: 0.25 microseconds for the impact on a
rigid surface and 4 microseconds for the impact on an asphalt layer.
The mesh of the copper bullet is more refined around the contact area as shown in
Figure 2.2, to ensure greater precision. The numerical results also show the importance of
a fine mesh in the asphalt layer in the region of contact.
Since the model is completely symmetrical about the Z axis, both problems are
dealt with axisymmetrically. The contact is frictionless as in the mathematical model.
IV-NUMERICAL RESULTS
IV-1) Impact on a rigid surface
All the following numerical results were obtained using the ADINA finite element
code (of ADINA R&D) on the MIT CRAY X-MP.
Figure 2.3 shows the deformation of the bullet during the first part of the impact.
At time t=0 the bullet hits the rigid surface with an initial velocity of 110 m/s. The
calculations, i.e. the implicit direct integrations, were carried out with a time step of 0.25
microseconds.
Figure 2.4 shows the displacement at the center of the copper bullet and the
corresponding contact force, as planned by Timoshenko's model and as computed by
ADINA. We can see that the curves of the analytical solution and of the finite element
solution are extremely well correlated.
We infer from this that this finite element mesh gives very satisfactory rlsults as
far as the copper bullet is concerned.
ADINA-IN VERSION 3.0.3, 16 APRIL 1992
IMPACT OF A COPPER BULLET ON A RIGID SURFACE
ADINA ORIGINAL XVMIN 0.000
XVMAX 0.002000
0.0002196 YVMIN -0.002100
YVMAX 0.002000
U2 U3
B-/
C - -
Figure 2.2: Copper Bullet Mesh
y
ADINA-PLOT VERSION 4.0.3, 22 APRIL 1992
IMPACT OF A COPPER BULLET ON A RIGID SURFACE
ADINA ORIGINAL DEFORM Z ADINA ORIGINAL DEFORM Z
LOAD STEP -. a LOAD STEP L - J
TIME5.000E-07 0.0004209 0.0004 TIME21.000E-06 0.0004209 0.0004
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TIME~~1.500E-06 0.0004209 0.0004 L TIME~~2.000E-06 0.0004209 0.0004
p./ |
)e 3,e
Deformation of the copper bullet: impact on a rigid surfaceFigure 2.3:
ADINA-PLOT VERSION 4.0.3, 22 APRIL 1992
IMPACT OF A COPPER BULLET ON A RIGID SURFACE
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Figure 2.4: Impact on a rigid surface: finite element and analytical solution
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IV-2) Impact on a soft asphalt layer
The initial conditions are the same as in the previous section. The bullet mesh is
also identical, but several meshes were used to represent the asphalt layer and we will
now evaluate the results.
We must remember that copper is by far stiffer than asphalt. Therefore the
increase in the duration of contact when we shift from the rigid target surface to the soft
one is of course due to the relative flexibility of the asphalt layer. Now, Timoshenko's
model is based on a second sphere with infinite radius. Hence in the mathematical model,
there are no boundaries and the asphalt layer should be an infinite half space.
We have thus introduced artificial boundaries in our finite element mesh, namely
a totally fixed boundary at the bottom of the layer, a free boundary on the right handside,
and a gliding boundary in the Z direction along the Z axis to comply with the
axisymmetric requirements.
In our direct integration analysis, these spurious boundaries will cause troubles in
the finite element solution and will drag it away from the analytical solution, if and only
if, propagating waves coming from the impact zone in the asphalt have enough time to
bounce back on the these boundaries and create reactions that do not actually exist.
The fastest among the waves are the compression ones (P-wave) whose phase
velocity in the asphalt is 2382 m/s. Since the impact duration is approximately 16
microseconds, we end up with plane waves that will have traveled 38 mm.
We will compare two meshes for the asphalt layer that are represented in the YZ
plane by squares of 10mm (mesh a) and 40mm (mesh b) side dimension respectively.
Figure 2.5 shows the deformations for mesh (a) and Figure 2.6 shows the
displacement of the bullet center and the contact force as functions of time. We notice
that Timoshenko's analytical solution and our finite element solution do not match that
well any longer. This can be due to different reasons: the boundary problem that we have
mentioned above, the time step of integration which is only 4 microseconds (we had
trouble with the contact condition with a shorter time step) and eventually as we hinted at
the beginning of this chapter, the radius of the contact surface is this time much closer in
magnitude to the radius of the copper bullet.
We can get rid of the boundary problem by extending the finite element domain
of the asphalt layer. For this purpose we used mesh (b), but the results shown in
Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 were not improved by this modification. The careful reader has
noticed that we have used a finer mesh near the impact zone. This was motivated by the
very poor results obtained with a regular grid. We conclude from these results that the
boundaries are not the important issue in the discrepancy that we find between the finite
element and the analytical solutions.
V- CONCLUSION
Out of the two finite element problems that we have examined, the impact of a
spherical copper bullet on a rigid surface follows extremely well the analytical solution
established by Timoshenko. However, we found more discrepancies when the impact of
the bullet is performed on a soft asphalt layer; a likely reason is that the mathematical
model may not have been satisfied that well, in particular because the radius of the
contact surface was close to the radius of the impacting sphere.
Further work can, of course, be done on this particular subject, considering non-
linear behavior of materials, especially for the asphalt, and taking into account local
plasticities that may occur around the contact zone; this, however, goes beyond the scope
of this thesis. In the following chapters, we shall assume that the shape of the force obeys
Timoshenko's model and that the contact time is 16 microseconds.
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CHAPTER III: FORWARD MODELS FOR PLATES
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I- PROPAGATING WAVES IN A HOMOGENEOUS PLATE
I-1) Characteristics of the problem
As mentioned in chapter I, we are fundamentally interested in the response of a
horizontal layered plate to an almost vertical impact of a copper bullet as described in
chapter II. Hence, all the following models are axially symmetric and the vertical load is
regarded as perfectly vertical. Besides, we assume all layers to be made of homogeneous
elastic materials. At that point, we have two major options: we can either consider the
deck to be a medium in which waves radiate from the impact point or we can see it as a
structure supported by beams and columns that will oscillate according to a plate theory.
The two approaches differ fundamentally and must be applied according to experimental
situations. In our case the support conditions are not perfectly known and they would
complicate the study dramatically if they were to be taken into consideration. Therefore,
our approach will systematically be that of wave propagation in a layered medium. To
avoid undesirable reflections from the supports we only consider infinite plates in the
simulations, making sure that our field recordings are short enough not to contain waves
that may have bounced back at the supports. In the energy range of the experiments,
displacements strains and stresses remains small.
As mentioned in [17], a point impact on the surface of a solid plate, sees the plate
in the first stages, as a half space, and produces two types of waves: Dody waves, among
which we find compression (P) and shear (S) waves that propagate along spherical fronts
as shown in Figure 3.1; and surface (R) waves that propagate along a cylindrical front on
the free surface of the plate. In addition to theses waves, we also find low amplitude head
waves, whose front extend from the intersection of the P wave spherical front with the
free surface to a tangent point on the surface front of the S wave.
To have an idea of the importance of each of them, we refer to Miller and Pursey
[8] who gave the following distribution of energy among the three main types for a
vertically acting source at the surface of a uniform half space:
Wave Type Percent of Total Energy
Surface (Rayleigh) 67%
Shear 26%
Compression 7%
Table 3.1: Distribution of wave energy
generated by a vertical source on a uniform half space
However, it must be understood that this distribution is not uniform in every
direction; therefore, more details concerning the spatial distribution is given in the
following paragraphs.
Impact
R
Hea
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Ray
Figure 3.1: Wave fronts produced by a point impact at the surface of a half space
1-2) Body waves
Compression (P) waves and shear (S) waves both propagate along spherical fronts
but generate different particle movements. P waves generate displacements parallel to the
direction of propagation and S waves are characterized by perpendicular motion with
respect to that direction. Among the shear waves we distinguish SV (vertical shear)
waves and SH (horizontal shear) waves for which the displacements are polarized in a
vertical and horizontal plane, respectively. In our horizontally layered plate model, SV
and P waves are coupled whereas SH waves remain uncoupled. In addition, if the loading
is strictly vertical, as it is assumed to be, SH waves do not exist at all.
Compression and shear waves travel at different speeds. The ratio of their phase
velocities Cp and Cs in an elastic homogeneous medium depends only on Poisson's ratio
v as given in equation 3-1:
P (v(3-1)
Cs 1-2v
For example, with a typical concrete Poisson's ratio of 0.20, the S wave travels at
approximately 61% of the P wave speed. In addition, P and S wave velocities are related
to the different moduli characteristic of the elastic material as follows:
C2 A+2p E(1 -v) =C2 1- V
p p(1 + v)(1 -2v) 0(1+ v)(1 -2v) (3-2)
2 y G E 2 1
s p p 2p(1 + v) = 2(1+ v) (33)
2 ECO = (3-4)
where we define
E Young's Modulus
G : Shear Modulus
v Poisson's ratio
Xs : Lame coefficients
p mass density
co :rod compression wave velocity
As we mentioned earlier, the distribution of energy carried by the different waves
is not homogeneous in space and depends highly on the loading conditions. In Figure 3.2,
taken from [17], the distribution of particle amplitude displacements is shown for a
vertical harmonic excitation. In case of a short vertical impact, i.e. a broad band signal,
the distribution of displacements would be a superposition of patterns similar to this one.
We infer from this that just below the impact location, P waves predominate over S
waves. This fact will be intensively used in the impact-echo method described later on.
However, as rays deviates away from that vertical line, displacements are increasingly
due to a complex mixing of P and S waves.
In a layered plate, body waves reflect at free boundaries and are also partially
transmitted or reflected at internal interfaces between adjacent layers. We will discuss the
parameters for the internal reflections in chapter IV along with the impact-echo method.
Let us point out, however, that unless the incident P wave ray is perpendicular to the
boundary or interface, it will give birth to both reflected P and S waves. The same is true
for incident S waves. Therefore it will be difficult to handle reflections of body waves
unless they propagate approximately along a vertical line below the impact point.
Vertical harmonic excitation
dj \\
wave \ N
/
P wave/
Figure 3.2: Amplitude of particle displacements in the radiation pattern
produced by a vertical harmonic point source. From [17]
1-3) Surface waves
Although it is more common to talk of surface waves in the case of an infinite half
space, we will also consider here surface waves that have a wavelength shorter than the
plate thickness. Among many different kinds of surface waves, two particular types are
usually predominant: Rayleigh waves and Love waves. Particle displacements in the
latter, are confined to a horizontal plane and are perpendicular to the direction of
propagation. Since our problem is purely axisymmetric and the loading is assumed to be
perfectly vertical, those waves should not be present. Rayleigh waves, by contrast,
31
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Figure 3.3: Amplitude and particle motion distribution with depth
for Rayleigh waves. From [9]
generate particle motion in vertical planes and associate vertical and horizontal
components. The combined movement is a retrograde ellipse close to the surface and, as
depth increases, gradually changes first into a vertical line segment and eventually to a
prograde ellipse as shown in Figure 3.3 taken from [9]. It is important to note that it only
makes sense to consider Rayleigh waves whose wavelength is smaller than the thickness
of the studied plate, since longer waves interfere with the lower free boundary.
The Rayleigh wave should be fully observed with our experimental conditions as
soon as they actually develop, that is approximately at a distance of one wavelength from
the impact point. They travel at a speed CR very close to 90% of the shear wave velocity
Cs. The ratio of the Rayleigh wave velocity over the shear wave velocity varies a little
according to Poisson's ratio v as shown in Table 3.2 taken from [1] for a uniform half
space.
V CR/Cs
0 0.862
0.25 0.919
0.333 0.932
0.5 0.955
Table 3.2: Velocity of Rayleigh wave for various Poisson's ratio
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1-4) Far field behavior
Body waves travel faster than surface waves and are then the first to be recorded
by remote sensors. However, as shown in [8] and [9] for instance, body waves amplitudes
decay in proportion to r 1 along the their spherical front and in proportion to r-2 at the
surface of the elastic half space, where r is the distance to the source. Surface waves
amplitudes decrease only in proportion to r0 .5 . Hence, at the surface, compression and
shear waves attenuate much faster than Rayleigh waves because of that geometrical
damping. Assuming that all waves have an amplitude of 1 at the first station (1" from the
impact point), the relative amplitudes of the first arrived body waves and of the Rayleigh
waves at the following receivers are as presented in Table 3.3.
Station 1 2 3 4
r 1" 7" 19" 31"
amplitude of body waves 100% 2.04% 0.28% 0.10%
amplitude of surface waves 100% 37.80% 22.94% 17.96%
Table 3.3: Geometric attenuation of body and surface waves
1-5) Finite Element Analysis
Following directly the analysis carried out in chapter II, the finite element code
ADINA was used again to visualize the early stage of wave propagation in the asphalt
covered concrete deck.
Figure 3.4 shows the early stage displacements, 100 microseconds after the
beginning of the 16 microsecond impact for an all concrete deck (that is without asphalt
cover). Figure 3.5 indicates the vertical stress distribution. From the element shape we
can actually see that the first (P) wave front corresponds to a compression of the elements
whereas the following front brings shear deformation. The reflected compression wave is
also clearly visible with its negative amplitude (white trace expanding upward from the
bottom layer). However the major displacements on the top free boundary are caused by
the surface wave (whose elliptic motion can be observed). The reflected compression
wave also generates vertical displacements on the lower free boundary and will reach the
upper surface later on.
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II- MODELING AND SIMULATION
II-1) Two layer plate: asphalt covered concrete deck
In order to understand the wave propagation problems in a concrete deck similar
to those we wish to evaluate, we now carry out numenical simulations and process the
results at surface points corresponding to the actual sensors, The idea behind this is to
estimate the efficiency of several data analysis methods on noise free numerical data
before we implement them to process field data.
The typical experimental object we are testing is a concrete deck between 8 and
10 inches covered with a thinner (1.5 to 2 inches) asphalt layer on top. In addition to this,
there are reinforcement bars embedded in the concrete layer, both horizontal and vertical,
the vertical being usually of a much smaller diameter. In terms of defect, we are primarily
interested in detecting horizontal delamination, in particular adjacent to the horizontal
rebar layer. £herefore all major components are or can be modeled to a very good
approximation as horizontal layers. For the sake of simplicity we disregard the steel
reinforcement . We end up eventually with a two layer model: a top asphalt layer
generally of constant thickness and a concrete layer whose thickness depends on the
possible presence of horizontal delamination.
The FORTRAN code PUNCH developed by Professor E. Kausel that we use for
simulations is based on a layered medium model and is therefore very appropriate for our
study. The program is built on a Haskell-Thompson transfer matrix technique (the
theoretical background can be found in [7]). Each macro layer is discretized into thin
sublayers within which displacements are assumed to vary linearly. All computations are
carried out in the frequency-wave number domain. The impact source is simulated as a
point load on the upper surface having a temporal variation in the shape of a Hanning
window, very close to the shape found in chapter II. Convolved with the unit pulse
response, it gave us the desired results in the form of displacements, velocities and
accelerations at the location of the real sensors as defined in chapter I: 1" (station 1), 7"
(station 2), 19" (station 3), 31" (station 4) from the impact point.
11-2) Parameters
A few parameters had to be adjusted to run the simulations, among which we find
the number of sublayers, the range of frequencies to be computed, and the material
characteristics.
The simulation was performed on an Gateway PC 386 machine, limited in the
number of possible sublayers for storage reasons. However, since concrete and asphalt
become very heterogeneous for waves of very short wavelength (less than an inch), too
refined a discretization in sublayers would not really have been a realistic representation.
Eventually, it turned out that sublayers half an inch thick (1.27cm) gave us quite good
results and could be dealt with in our computer.
In the field recordings, the sample period is 4 microseconds corresponding to a
sampling rate of 250 kHz and a Nyquist frequency of 125 kHz. However, a preliminary
analysis of the field data showed that frequencies excited by the impact hardly exceeded
50 kHz. The simulation widely covered that range since computations were carried out
for every frequency from 100 Hz to 102,400 Hz at 100 Hz intervals.
Eventually, typical material characteristics taken in the literature were used in the
simulation and are summarized below in Table 3.4.
asphalt layer concrete layer
mass density 2 100 kg/m3 2200 kg/m3
shear wave velocity 1200 m/s 2400 m/s
Poisson's ratio 0.33 0.20
damping 2% 1%
Table 3.4: Material characteristics for the simulations
11-3) Simulations for an infinite plate
With all parameters set as mentioned above, we ran a simulation for a 16tts
impact on a two layer infinite plate: 10" (25.4 cm) of concrete covered with 2" (5 cm) of
asphalt. The displacements at all four stations are presented in Figure 3.6. The arrival
times for the direct body waves are also mentioned for stations 2, 3 and 4. The letters P
and S designate respectively the arrival of the direct compression wave and the direct
shear wave. The subscripts 'a' and 'c' stand for asphalt and concrete and designate whether
the wave had traveled in the asphalt layer or in the concrete layer. Let us mention here
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Figure 3.6: Displacements at all four stations for a 16ss impact
on a 12" deck (2" of asphalt, 10" of concrete)
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that Rayleigh waves follow closely the shear waves . More details will be given in
chapter V.
Also, we must account for some discrepancies between the location of the arrow
pointing at the arrival time of the Pc wave (computed as if it had traveled only in the
concrete layer) and the first wiggle characteristic of its presence, visible shortly after. In
effect, the ray path first crosses the asphalt layer, is refracted in the concrete layer just
below the interface and eventually crosses again the asphalt back to the surface. The
travel time is therefore slightly longer than indicated.
We did not mark the arrival times for the trace reproducing the displacements at
station 1 for reasons of clarity. However, the jolt evidently indicates the passing of the
surface wave.
For station 1 and 2, it seems that most of the signal energy is contained in the
surface wave. However, if we clip the early part of the signal and zoom in on the tail, we
observe (see Figure 3.7) oscillations that follow the passing of the Rayleigh wave. We
will show in chapter IV, that those oscillations are primarily due to multiply reflected P
waves. It is thus interesting to mention that an important part ( in terms of information) of
the signal lies after the arrival of the surface wave an might be difficult to detect because
its amplitude is usually relatively small.
III- STRATEGY FOR THE ANALYSIS
111-1) Simulation and field data
The early study of the field data supplied by Weston NDT did not show too well
the expected structural information primarily because the recorded traces were too short.
Those were essentially intended to allow the detection of arrival times of several types of
waves. In such a short time, structural modes hardly have time to develop. By contrast,
our simulation results are not only noise free (with the exception of numerical noise), but
can also be extended arbitrarily in time. In addition to this, we can also choose the
variable we wish to study, that is displacement, velocity or acceleration and select the one
that contains the most accurate information. Most of the time, it turned out that
displacements were less sensitive to numerical noise and showed structural frequencies
(i.e. the relatively low frequencies) best.
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Figure 3.7: Displacements at station 1 & 2 (detail) for a 16ps impact
on a 12" deck (2" of asphalt, 10" of concrete)
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We concentrated our main effort on the measurement of the deck thickness and
the detection of possible delamination. To that purpose we simulated the propagation of
waves in decks of different heights (with a maximum of 12" for the whole deck including
the asphalt layer). We also studied the influence of compression and shear wave
velocities. The simulation were performed either on homogeneous concrete decks or, to
comply with the most usual experimental situation, with an asphalt cover on top. In order
to simplify, the asphalt layer thickness remained constant and equal to 2 inches (5cm)
throughout all simulations.
The characteristics of the cases that we study hereafter are summarized in
table 3.5
asphalt layer concrete layer impact time
thickness thickness
case 1 2" (5cm) 10" (25.4cm) 16 ps
case 2 2" (5cm) 8" (20.3cm) 16ps
case 3 2" (5cm) 3" (7.6cm) 50ps
Table 3.5: Simulated cases
111-2) Local Fourier Transform. Location of the structural information
The difficulty with a transient signal such as a pulse traveling along infinitely
many paths in a wave guide (here an infinite olate) is of two kinds. First, there are no
structural modes in the sense we usually give to finite structures. However, reverberations
and multiple reflections give birth to something similar, but, and here lies the second
major problem, it takes a while before they actually develop and become detectable.
The impact, a short impulse, excites a wide band of frequencies, some
corresponding to structural resonant or propagating modes (we will come back more
precisely to that notion in chapter IV) that die out, supposedly, long after other
frequencies.
Typically we have found that the essential part of the signal is contained in the
first 2.5 milliseconds, for all sensors. After that limit, the signal is so attenuated, that it
did not make any sense to look for any information in it. Hence, from now on, we refer to
the complete signal as the first 2.5 milliseconds. Taking its Fourier Transform at station 1
for instance, shows that most frequencies are excited up to the cut-off frequency of the
impact. This is depicted in Figure 3.8 along with the original signal in the time domain in
the case of a 16 microsecond impact on a 12" deck (2" of asphalt and 10" of concrete). It
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is clear, looking at both the trace versus time and the Fourier spectrum, that the broad
range of frequencies is controlled by the large early pulse in the time domain, and that all
subsequent oscillations are masked, too small to produce any significant peak in the
frequency domain. This result is consistent if we perform the same global Fourier
analysis on other stations and moreover, there are no detectable changes if we shift to
thinner decks. We conclude that the global Fourier analysis turns out to be inefficient in
revealing strudtural information. It is controlled primarily by the impact pulse that can
only be used as mentioned in [17] to estimate the impact time.
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Figure 3.8: Displacements and Fourier Transform on the whole signal
If we look at the tail of a particular signal, after the passing of the large pulse that
turns out to be primarily a surface wave, we can actually see oscillations of a much
smaller amplitude, but that seem to have a consistent frequency component. This induced
us to perform a local Fourier analysis that would characterize major frequencies of the
signal and their dependence on time. A classical way to do it (see [12] for instance) is to
multiply the signal by a window centered in the desired area we wish to study and then
take a Fourier transform. The window width is a compromise between the resolution in
frequency (that requires a large window) and the localization in time (that calls for a
sharp window). To visualize the variation of the frequency content in time, we then slide
the window along the time axis. I
The window that gave the best results, because of its regularity and its very sharp
image in the frequency domain was borrowed from I.Daubechies (see[2]) and is defined
as follows:
sin i-v xr+mt f tst -- t0  (3.5)2 \2;r-o to/ 0 (00
if -- t sts--+t 0
g( t)=-Y tot - w+ w o
.r x a - waot . x
sin -Vf --i+ft 5t
2 2r - 0 t 0 too0co
0 otherwise
where
0 , xs0 (3.6)
v(x) = sin2 x , O sx s 1
2 /
in which wo and to must be chosen so that
X < ot 0 <2;r (3.7)
In theory, we can reconstruct the original signal if we shift that window by
amounts of nto, where n is an integer. The sliding window is then
g.(t) = g(t - nto) (3.8)
However, since we are only interested in the analysis of the signal and not its
reconstruction, we can shift the 'mother window' g(t) by smaller amounts in order to
obtain a clearer picture.
We choose fo=o/2a=2000 Hz and to=250 microseconds so that the sliding
window is 500 microseconds long. The mother window is shown on Figure 3.9 and the
analysis program written in MATLAB language is reproduced in appendix B. The
window is progressively shifted in time by amounts of to/2=125 microseconds, and
applied to the signal, i.e. in this case displacements. Note that we first adjusted the
displacement curve so as to remove the rigid body component and then multiplied by the
window. On that intermediary result, we take a Fast Fourier Transforms and for each
shifted window, we plot the amplitude of the frequency spectrum. Thus we obtain a set of
--a
amplitudes on a time-frequency grid, representative of the spectral component at various
moments. We call that representation a windowed Fourier transform, or a local Fourier
transform to stress the time dependency of the spectral analysis. Figure 3.10 shows the
three dimensional result for the windowed Fourier transform of displacements at station 1
and 2, for case 1 (see Table 3.5). To compensate for attenuation with time, the Fourier
spectrum of each individual windowed signal, is normalized with respect to the maximum
spectral amplitude in this very window. Thus spectral amplitudes are represented here
only by their relative importance with respect to the maximum at a specific time. In
addition, only frequencies up to 25 kHz are represented here, because, as shown in
chapter IV, they contain most of the structural information.
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Figure 3.9: Basic window for local Fourier analysis
The three dimensional picture of Figure 3.10 shows that after a while, a particular
frequency seems to become dominant. To be more specific, we also show a contour
representation of the same information in Figure 3.11. Let us note, here, that later times
are artificially amplified with our normalization. Yet, the recording of displacements at
station 1 exhibits a major peak at approximately 6 kHz after a time lag of
0.4 milliseconds which seems to persist all the way through 2.5 milliseconds. At
station 2, this peak appears later on (around 0.6 milliseconds). We observe a similar
behavior in Figure 3.12 in which local Fourier transform are represented for station 3 and
Windowed Fourier Transform: station 1
time
(window center)
amplitude
frequency
Windowed Fourier Transform: station 2
Figure 3.10: Windowed Fourier Transform (amplitudes)
case 1: 10" concrete deck, 2" asphalt cover
station 1 & station 2
frequency
station 4. Again a major persistent peak appears at the vicinity of 6 kHz after a longer
time delay: 1.1 millisecond at station 3 and 1.4 millisecond at station 4. In chapter IV, we
will interpret this peak as a resonant frequency of multiply reflected P waves that bounce
back and forth on the free boundaries. The resonant frequency will turn out to be
characteristic of the deck thickness. We will also account for the delay before those
modes actually develop or are detectable. In particular, we can see in Figure 3.12 that
another mode develops before the resonant mode: it is signaled with a full line arrow and
its main frequency changes with time. In other words, different frequencies travel at
different velocities: its a dispersive mode. To be more specific, high frequencies travel
slower than low frequencies and this will proved to be characteristic of surface waves in a
concrete deck covered with an asphalt layer. We notice that Rayleigh waves hardly
develop before a distance of one wavelength (of the order of the concrete deck height)
and therefore cannot be observed at station 1 or station 2. However, once they are present
at station 3 and 4, their importance overcome that of the multiply reflected P waves and
we need to wait until surface waves have completely passed by before we can actually
detect the resonant mode.
The previous line of interpretation needs now to faced with changes in the
characteristics of the deck. Case 2 and 3 (see table 3.5) give us that opportunity. As for a
comparison, Figure 3.13 presents the local Fourier analysis at station 1 for both cases. We
can clearly detect a shift towards higher frequencies in case 2 (up to 7 kHz)
corresponding to slightly thinner concrete deck, and a dramatic shift (up to 12 kHz) in
case 3 that models an 'infinite delamination' with a very thin concrete deck (3" only).
We must be careful in analyzing the contour plot of that last local Fourier
transform. Once we multiply the displacement trace with the window, we take a Fast
Fourier Transform of the result on a number of points large enough so that the frequency
step is approximately 200 Hz. However, we have defined the window in (3.5) and (3.7)
so that f0=oo/2x2000 Hz would be the smallest significant frequency. Hence, the peak
in the vicinity of 2 kHz in case 3 of Figure 3.13 is nothing else but the fundamental
frequency fo and has no structural meaning.
111-3) Variable of analysis
A question rises naturally, whether we should focus more on displacements,
velocities or accelerations. As we have seen in chapter I (see also appendix A), we can
easily change the experimental setting, so as to record either displacements or
accelerations on the field. Simulations of both displacements and accelerations at the four
stations show us that the frequency spectra of displacements contains much more
information on the structure than that of accelerations. A good reason for this, which will
be developed in chapter IV, is that the structural information lies in the low range of
frequency (0 to 12 kHz) that is amplified by displacements, whereas accelerations
emphasize high frequencies.
Therefore, we concentrate in the following, on surface displacements, with the
idea that the experimental setting can be changed so as to record displacements as well.
111-4) Impact-Echo method for close field and Surface Wave analysis for far
field.
Out of the first analysis of the simulations that we have been running on infinite
plates, we draw two lines of conclusion. First resonant frequencies appear clearly after a
while in particular in the close field, at station 1 and station 2 (1" and 7" from the impact
point). Those pcak frequencies seem obviously related to the geometry, in particular the
thickness of the plate. It induces us to use the recordings at the first two stations to detect
resonant modes. This is described in the literature as the Impact-Echo method and will be
addressed to in chapter IV.
Station 3 and 4, in the far field did not seem propitious for that kind of analysis:
the resonant frequency came too late and are most probably so attenuated that a practical
analysis on the field would be meaningless. However, we mentioned that we could locate
a surface wave in the early time of recording. Its dispersive characteristic will be used in
chapter V to obtain information on the propagating medium. This is referred to as a
spectral analysis of surface waves.
Our strategy for the analysis of both simulated displacements and field data now
consists in reserving mainly station 1 and 2 to the detection of structural resonances via
the Impact-Echo method, and stations 3 and 4 to study surface waves.
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Figure 3.11: Windowed Fourier Transform at station 1 & 2
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I- PRINCIPLES OF THE IMPACT-ECHO METHOD
Among other non destructive testing techniques for the evaluation of structures,
the Impact-Echo Method based on stress wave propagation has gained interest in recent
years. If it gives appealing results for homogeneous materials, metallic for example,
development for concrete structures has been relatively slow, in particular because this
heterogeneous medium wipes out high frequencies and contains many more failure
modes than many mechanical problems. Truly, concrete can suffer from delaminations,
weaknesses, flaws, cracks, micro-cracks and so on and so forth. All these defects
generally have a complex influence on wave propagation. Besides, reinforcement bars
present in most concrete structures again modify the way stress waves propagate through
the structure.
In principle, the Impact-Echo Method consists in introducing a stress pulse by
means of a mechanical impact at the surface of the structure to be tested, which can be a
concrete deck, a road pavement, or a tunnel wall for instance. The waves thus generated
are monitored on the same surface at short distances from the impact point. In between,
not only do they bounce back and forth between the free or fixed boundaries of the
structure but they also interact with the defects of the material. To name only a few
effects of structure failures, we note that waves will be reflected by cracks, scattered by
the sharp edges of voids and slowed down by a field of micro-cracks.
To locate and identify defects in the structure we must have a good understanding
of how transient waves propagate through the structure and we must also be able to point
out a few characteristics typical of the alterations that the defects will generate. In [17],
M.Sansalone, N.J.Carino, N.N. Hsu focus on wave propagation in a concrete slab very
similar to ours, 0.25m thick, with a modulus of elasticity of 33100 MPa, a Poisson's ratio
of 0.2 and a density of 2300 kg/m 3 . Hence the resulting P, S and R wave velocities are
4000 m/s, 2440 m/s and 2240 m/s respectively which are very close to the values that we
used, namely 3919 m/s, 2400 m/s and 2200 m/s. M.Sansalone, N.J.Carino and N.N. Hsu
carried their analysis both with Green's functions for an analytical solution and with a
finite element solution. Both solutions matched pretty well.
The results for station 2 of the simulation carried out with the code referred to in
chapter III, are reproduced in Figure 4.1. They are very similar to those M. Sansalone and
N.J. Carino obtained. We note in this graph, that after the passage of the Rayleigh wave,
the surface returns to its original position until the arrival of the reflected P waves (that is
always a tension wave), when it is drawn below its original position. After the passage of
the Rayleigh wave, the upper surface never goes higher than its original position. In fact,
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Figure 4.1: Displacements at station 2 (7" from the impact point)
for a 16 ss impact on a 10" thick infinite concrete plate
because the amplitude of a stress wave changes sign each time it reflects at a free
boundary, it follows that downward waves are always compressive, while upward waves
are tensile.
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Figure 4.2: Concrete Plate with a Planar Disk-Shaped Void
Confidei. in their finite element analysis, M.Sansalone, N.J.Carino and N.N. Hsu
perform in their later work ([18] - [23]) analyses of several plates with defects, typically
horizontal disk shaped voids of various dimensions, as shown on Figure 4.2. In [18], the
authors showed noticeable changes in the trace due to waves diffracted on the sharp edge
of the flaw, in particular large upward surface displacement caused by the arrivals of the
PdS and SdP waves (namely P waves diffracted into S waves, and S waves diffracted into
P waves). Recalling that in an ideally infinite plate, a point on the surface never moves
above its original position after the passage of the Rayleigh wave, these uprising could be
used as an indicator of waves diffracted by a sharp edge of a crack.
In [19], a study is presented for a point impact on a finite unsupported circular
plate, with a particular focus on the frequency response of a point on the surface, close to
the impact location. In the frequency spectrum of the displacement at that point, the
authors identify several modes of vibrations: specular reflection modes (i.e. generated by
compression waves multiply reflected at the upper and lower free boundaries) and
bending modes of the plate. They find that near the impact point, P wave reflect ons back
and forth across the thickness of the plate are predominant over S wave reflections, as
expected, since shear wave displacements are relatively weak just below the impact point.
Furthermore, they find major reflections coming from the bottom and top corner edges of
the circular plate (diameter modes), as well as the first three flexural modes of the finite
plate and a rod mode.
If H is the thickness of the plate, L its diameter, Cp the P-wave velocity, then the
compression wave thickness mode has a frequency of
= C (4.1)
S2H
and the diameter modes have the following frequencies
C
f = ( I (4.2)
{L2+(nH)}
where n=O,1,2,3...
For a 25 cm thick plate, 1.6m in diameter, with the material characteristic
mentioned earlier, the frequencies of the modes are the following:
1st flexural mode 3.5 kHz
2nd flexural mode 12 kHz
3rd flexural mode 20 kHz
Rod mode 10 kHz
P thickness mode 8 kHz
S thickness mode 4.9 kHz
P diameter mode 2.1 kHz
S diameter mode 0.65 kHz
Table 4.1: Frequencies of the different modes in a finite circular plate
It is worth noting that for our engineering problem we are more interested in the
direct reflections from the bottom of the plate than in the side reflections, since one of our
objectives is to measure the thickness, of the plate. One way to avoid side leflections that
might come from lateral support of the deck, is to cut the recordings sufficiently early so
that echoes do not have time to reach the sensor. It is also interesting to note, as
mentioned in chapter III, that as the distance along the surface from the impact point
increases, displacements due to shear waves grow larger. Moreover, the time lag between
the thickness reflections and the side reflections diminishes as the distance between the
sensor and the impact location increases, which makes the analysis more difficult in the
time domain and might prevent us from cutting the recordings in time to end up only with
the thickness modes.
In [20] M. Sansalone and N.J. Carino extend the analysis to a circular plate with a
horizontal flaw centered on the plate axis. They compare the frequency spectrum of the
displacements of a surface point close to the impact location for a damage-free plate and
for a plate with a flaw. In the latter they find two dominant frequencies: the original
compression thickness mode frequency of the complete plate and a higher frequency due
to multiple P wave reflections on the flaw surface:
f= (4.3)2h
where h is the flaw depth (see Figure 4.2). The full depth thickness mode can still be
observed because of P waves diffracted at the edge of the flaw and reflected at the bottom
free surface of the plate.
The authors try several sizes of flaws in their numerical analysis, and demonstrate
that it is important for the impact time tc to be short enough in order to generate high
frequencies waves (most of the energy being in the frequency range 0 to 1/tc), having
short wavelengths X=cp.tc that are smaller than the diameter of the flaw. To detect a
0.20m diameter void, a contact time shorter than 50 sts is needed. However, we must keep
in mind that the interfaces between aggregates and the binder must be transparent to the
waves and therefore the wavelength must be larger than the maximum typical size of the
aggregate, i.e. 2.5 cm. Hence, tc should be greater than 0.025(m)/4000(m/s)=6.25 ts.
Again as the flaw is centered about the axis of the circular plate, the best results
are obtained when the receiver recording the displacements is placed near the impact
location, and as it is dragged away, the frequency peak corresponding to the reflections
on the flaw uecreases and almost vanishes as the receiver moves outside of the area
immediately above the flaw.
We mentioned earlier that in order to avoid interferences with waves reflected on
the side edge of the circular plate, recordings must be terminated soon enough. In such a
case the spectrum does not contain modes generated by side reflections, but on the other
hand, it is computed on a smaller number of points and therefore shows less accuracy.
This can be annoying if we are to find precisely the depth of the flaw (h=Cp/2f). Hence
there is an engineering trade-off between the precision with which the flaw depth can be
measured and the amount of spurious information coming from the side boundaries of the
inspected structure.
Now, in practical situations, we very seldom face a homogeneous concrete plate.
Most of the time, the concrete decks we are interested in, are covered with an asphalt
layer, underlain by a layer of steel reinforcing bars or beams, or are lying on an
acoustically softer subgrade if we are dealing with road pavements or airport runways. In
all those cases, the heterogeneous medium in which waves propagate can be modeled as a
layered plate. The difficulty arises in the multiple reflections at interfaces between layers
that make the recordings more complicated to interpret. In [21] M.Sansalone and N.J.
Carino analyzed several two-layer plates with varying acoustic impedance differences
and pointed out how, and to what extent, flaws at the interface or in the lower layer can
be detected and located. In the impact echo method, we place the receiver at the surface,
very close to the impact point. Hence, since the layers are assumed to be horizontal, we
are mainly concerned with reflections of normally incident P waves. Thus the amplitude
of a P wave reflected at an interface between two layers 1 and 2, is proportional to the
amplitude of the incident P wave with a factor of
A_ Z2-Z1 (4.4)
zQ~z1
where Zi and Z2 are the acoustic impedances, i.e. density multiplied by the compression
wave velocity, of the first layer (in which the incident P wave propagates initially) and of
the second layer respectively. It is of particular interest to note that if the second layer has
a lower impedance than the first layer, then the amplitude of the stress wave changes sign
as it bounces back on the interface and keeps the same sign otherwise. Hence, as shown
on Figure 4.3 taken from [21] the surface displacements are very different in the two
cases. In this figure and the following, T and P respectively indicate tension and
compression waves.
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Figure 4.3: Impact response of the top layer
a) harder top layer
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After the passage of the Rayleigh wave the dominant frequency due to reflections
on the interface (hence the subscript i) are:
fi = ci / (2hi) if Zi>Z2
(4.5)
fi = ci / (4hi) if ZI<Z2
where hl is the thickness of the first layer and cl the P wave velocity in this layer.
However since the amplitude of the stress wave refracted by the second layer never
changes sign, the frequency of the composite plate is (see Figure 4.4)
f= 1
2h, 4 2h2
ci C2
(4.6)
h2 and c2 being the thickness and the compression wave velocity of the bottom layer.
Figure 4.4: Reflections of the complete deck
Eventually the waves trapped in the bottom layer give rise, by refraction in the top
layer (see Figure 4.5 taken from [21]), to surface displacements that, according to the
relative importance of Zi and Z2 have a fundamental frequency of
fb = c2 / (4h2)
fb = c2 / (2h 2)
if Zi>Z2
if Z1>Z2
(4.7)
Of course, in [21] M.Sansalone and N.J. Carino, overlook many other modes and
ray paths, but these three modes and their frequencies appear clearly in the numerical
simulation the authors carry out and are therefore validated as indicators of the integrity
and characteristics of the layered plate.
In a second stage, finite element solutions are used in [21] to study the effect of
horizontal voids and flaws on frequency spectra of surface displacements. In the case we
are particularly interested in, namely a concrete deck with an asphalt cover, flaws are
placed in the mesh of the concrete layer as shown in Figure 4.2 and a simulation is run
with a contact time of 15 [ts. The frequency spectrum of a surface point in the vicinity of
the impact (4 cm away) shows two major peaks, one corresponding to the composite plate
frequency (4.6) with a reduced thickness of the concrete layer and the other, a low
frequency, corresponding to the first flexural mode of the delaminated section. It is
important to note that with equation (4.6) and the frequency of the specular mode, we can
have an estimation of the depth of the flaw. Moreover the pitch of the flexural mode gives
an idea of the extent of the delamination: the larger the void is, !he lower the frequency of
the flexural mode is. M.Sansalone and N.J. Carino show that for small flaws, the specular
mode turns out to be unobservable among all the other plate modes, but the flexural mode
of the delaminated portion remains observable (with a higher pitch) and becomes the only
clear indication of the plate failure.
This observation is also applicable to the case of a concrete pavement on a soft
subgrade. Indeed, the low impedance of the soft subgrade layer does not allow dramatic
changes in the frequency response for specular waves whenever a zero impedance partial
delamination is present at the interface. However a flexural mode appears in the
delaminated portion and this is observable.
The situation is very different and easier to deal with, when the impedance order
is reversed. 7or instance we may have an upper layer of asphalt with a rAlatively low
acoustic impedance and a bottom layer of concrete with a high impedance level. With this
setting, a very common degradation consists in a debonding of the asphalt cover. If this
happens, the impedance difference at the interface is not only altered in amplitude, but its
sign also changes. Hence the fundamental frequency of the top layer given by (4.5)
doubles from ci/(4hi) to ci/(2hi) and this shift in the spectrum can be very easy to point
out.
The beginning of the trace, consisting mainly of the Rayleigh wave, contains
information primarmy on the impact, and almost nothing on the structure geometry.
Indeed, information that travels at the speed of compression waves, arrives later on. In
chapter III, we also mentioned that resonant frequencies are actually well established in
the late part of the signal. Hence as mentioned in [22], if we remove the early part of the
signal we are left with multiple reflections of body waves only (P waves mainly, if the
signal is recorded near the impact) and we thus obtain clearer information about the
structure geometry. In addition, since the Rayleigh wave has a very large amplitude
compared to the remaining part of the signal, it may be desirable to increase the gain of
the sensor so as to clip this portion and have a better resolution on the part of the trace
that contains specular reflections.
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Thus, the main resonance frequencies of the concrete deck generated by multiply
reflected P waves, can be used, via equation (4.6), to scan the material in depth. In [23]
M.Sansalone and N.J. Carino step towards a solution for an inverse problem in the simple
case of a one layer concrete slab containing partial delaminations. They rely on equation
(4.1), which is a one layer version of equation (4.6). Along a line at the surface of a
concrete plate, they perform a set of seismic measurements, using an impact source, and
recording surface displacements next to the impact point. For each seismic trace they
compute the Fast Fourier Transform, locate the peaks corresponding to in-depth reflection
resonance modes, compute the related depth according to (4.1) and eventually plot those
depths versus the horizontal distance on the scan line to obtain a profile of the plate.
In [23] they carry several laboratory tests and obtain good results for simple slabs
with voids and delaminations. The authors are for instance able to locate and give the
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extent of delaminations, knowing only their existence ani nature (horizontal
delaminations).
II- STRATEGY FOR FIELD DATA ANALYSIS
II-1) Algorithm
We assume, in the following, that the major frequencies in the late part of the
signal, that contains primarily specular reflections, are essentially:
- The frequency related to compression waves bouncing back and forth on the free
boundary of the deck:
f-1
+ 2h2
C C2
(4.8)
- The frequency associated with P waves reflected both at the upper free boundary of the
deck and at the interface between the concrete and the asphalt layers:
fi = 4L4hi
(4.9)
The notations were explained earlier and are summarized in Figure 4.7, below.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic description of the complete deck
We consider of course, the case in which distance between the impact source and
the receiver is small in comparison to the deck height hi+h2. With typical compression
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wave velocities, C1=2400 m/s, C2=3920 m/s and thicknesses h1=2"=5cm, h2=8"=20cm,
the frequency fi given by (4.9), associated with reflections within the asphalt layer, is
much higher than the complete plate frequency f given by (4.8). With the values above,
f=5.9kHz and fi=12kHz. These are, of course, fundamental frequencies and we also
expect to detect the presence of overtones.
Hence, our first step is to remove all frequencies that we assume to be associated
with the asphalt layer, i.e. frequencies f such that
f L 0.9 C (4.10)
4hi
Then in the remaining low frequency range, we detect major peaks in the
spectrum using an appropriate algorithm. Having those major frequencies f, we are able
to compute the thickness h2 of the lower concrete layer as
h2= C -hi (4.11)
and the complete thickness of the deck h:
CC (4.12)h = hl+h2= + 1- - .hl
2f \C
The MATLAB programs corresponding to that algorithm are reproduced in
appendix C.
11-2) Results for simulated data
Our first step, before we apply this technique to field data, is to check its validity
on simulated data. For this purpose, we simulate the propagation of waves in three
different decks (see table 3.5 in chapter III) with the same material properties, among
which we need only mention the P wave velocities in the asphalt layer C1=2400 m/s and
in the concrete layer C2=3920 m/s. In all simulations the asphalt layer is 5 cm (2") thick.
The difference between the three cases is the concrete layer thickness, which is
successively taken to be 25.4 cm (10"), 20.3 cm (8"), and 7.62 cm (3") (which
represents an 'infinite delamination'). To be consistent with the previous analysis, only
displacements at the first station are considered here, that is 1" away from the impact
point.
We choose the time window on which we carry out the analysis, in such a way
that we avoid the presence of surface waves and include a sufficient number of
reflections. Thus it is possible to perform a Fourier analysis on a clean signal with a time
window starting at 0.2 millisecond and 1 millisecond long. The signals are shown in the
three cases in Figure 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 along with their discrete Fourier Transforms. Before
actually taking the Fourier transforms, we modify the original signal, removing the linear
component (free body motion) that takes place in infinite plates, by subtracting the best
fit line to the windowed signal. Doing so, frequencies close to zero that do not have any
structural significance are removed. Having the frequency amplitude spectrum, we are
able to locate the main peak and using equation (4.12) we obtain estimations of the
complete deck height, that are particularly close to the real thickness as Table 4.2 shows:
Real deck height Computed deck height
3C.4O cm 29.50 cm
25.30 cm 24.83 cm
12.62 cm 13.03 cm
Table 4.2: Real and computed deck height
This simple method yields particularly accurate results with simulated data,
which, as we mentioned earlier, have the enormous advantage to be extendible in time, as
accurate as we wish, and noise free.
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11-3) Results for field data at station 1
We tried the algorithm on field data collected by Weston NDT, but unfortunately
the recorded traces for station 1 to 3 were only 0.5 millisecond long. Taking the Rayleigh
wave away (say the first 0.125 milliseconds at the first station) we end up with a 0.375
millisecond trace. The bridge deck on which the measurements are performed has a main
concrete layer, 8" (20.3 cm) thick, covered with approximately 1.5" (3.8 cm) of asphalt.
According to (4.6) the travel time back and forth in the thickness direction of the deck of
a compression wave is more or less 0.133 milliseconds. This means that only two
reflections arriving at the top surface are within this window, which is very little.
However, the results presented in Figures 4.11 to 4.13 show interesting structural
features. All the way through, we assumed a compression wave velocity of 4000 m/s in
the concrete and 2400 m/s in the asphalt. In Figure 4.11, we present results for a portion
of a bridge deck that was scanned twice: the first time with bare concrete and the second
time with an asphalt layer. We compute the depth of the echoes in accordance with the
procedure described in section II-1) and we plot them versus the horizontal disLance in
feet along the bridge deck. Different types of echoes are represented in Figure 4.11.
Strong echoes, corresponding to frequency peaks whose amplitudes are at least 50% of
the amplitude of the major frequency peak of the same trace, are marked with black filled
circles. The weak echoes, corresponding to all the other peaks are identified by hollow
circles. We also mention, when relevant, the theoretical location of the asphalt-concrete
interface. The complete deck has a maximum thickness of 10" (25.4 cm) but we represent
the echoes up to depth of one meter, in order to show that multiply reflected compression
waves are not the only one detected.
In Figure 4.1 .a we can easily see a concentration of echoes around the assumed
deck thickness of 8" (20.3 cm) which is even more visible and sharp when the asphalt is
present. The asphalt layer echoes are also noticeable in Figure 4.11 b) and are quite well
distributed about the theoretical line.
Let us mention that the strong echo around 0.7 m is only a numerical artifact.
Namely, in order to remove the surface wave, we deal only with the last 0.375
milliseconds of the original trace; therefore, the Fourier transform exhibits a fundamental
frequency of 1/0.375e-03=2666 Hz, which, when plugged into equation (4.12), and
assuming C1=2400 m/s, C2=4000 m/s, yields a spurious thickness of 0.72m.
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Figure 4.12 shows the outcome of the procedure for two portions of the same 8"
deck, covered with 1.5" of asphalt, where ulterior coring tests have shown that the
concrete was in fairly good condition. And indeed, the main echo corresponding to the
complete plate mode shows some regularity. By comparison, Figure 4.13 illustrates that
for portions containing delaminations, as demonstrated by destructive tests, that
regularity is disrupted. However, even if we are able to point out degradation, the picture
is not clear enough to give further precision, such as the location or the extent of the
degradation. For that, we would definitely need longer traces so as to collect more
information.
III- CORRECTIONS FOR FARTHER RECEIVERS
III-1) Corrections for skewed rays
The preceding ray approach can be extended to slightly farther receivers if we
account for the increase in travel path. However, compression waves received by remote
surface sensors reflect back and forth at the top and bottom free boundaries with an
oblique incidence with respect to the normal of the surface, thus producing mode
conversion as will be discussed in the next paragraph. Let us first examine the necessary
correction to the computations.
Assume that we have a homogeneous plate, on the surface of which an impact
source and a receiver stand at a distance D from each other. The plate thickness is
noted H, as shown in Figure 4.11. The rays are numbered ro, r2, r4,... The index accounts
for the number of reflections on free surfaces.
Sensor Receiver
D
/ |H
Figure 4.11: Multiply reflected waves at remote stations
The path distance for ray r2n is
222
d2. = J1D2+4n2H2
and the corresponding travel time is given by
2nH {D 2
t - 1+
2", C 2nH
Now, if we expand (4.14) for n large we obtain
2nH
t 2 -1
1( D 2
-2 - --
1( D 4
8 2nH)
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
from which we can compute an expansion for the time interval between two successive
compression wave arrivals
2H D2  1At - t2(n+l) - t2 =H 2 41
2n C, 4CH n 2
Now, from (4.14), we infer that
1 4H 2
C22 2n Cpt-_D (4.17)
that enables us to express the time interval between two P wave arrivals as a function of
time:
At - 1-
C,
D2  + 1 1
2(Ct2 _D2) kt7/
(4.18)
We then understand that the mode frequency of multiply reflected P waves is also a
function of time for remote sensors. This frequency is given by
1 C 1f 1+ +OAt 2H C~t t
2D 
1
(4.19)
+0 1
nW
(4.16)
Of course, this formula only makes sense for t>D/Cp, that is after the passage of
the first P wave that travels directly below the upper surface and which is not reflected by
the lower free surface. Therefore Cp/2H is only a lower limit to the resonant frequency.
Even though such limit is reached quickly since the convergence is in 1/t2 , it is worth
evaluating the correction factor
1
r = 2 (4.20)
D
For example, if we wish that r remains below 5% then we must also have
t>3.3 1D/Cp, that is t>0. 15ms for the second station.
The correction term depends on time and therefore it is difficult to perform an
exact rectification. Instead an average correction term based on boundary values of the
time window was introduced in the analysis program given in appendix C. Results are
presented in paragraph 111-3.
111-2) Validity. Mode conversion problem.
The derivation depends on the dominance P waves among all multiply reflecting
waves. Therefore, its validity usage depends on the wave composition after impact, as
discussed in chapter III, and on the absence of mode conversions into SV waves as the
P waves are reflected at the free surfaces. As shown in [1] and in Figure 4.12, an oblique
compression wave having an incident angle 0 with the surface normal is reflected into a
P wave with the same angle 01=00 and an SV waves having an angle 02 given by
sin(02) = K sin( 0)
where
K 2 - (4.22)
f1-2 v
Incident P wave
Free Boundary/
x
Body
0 kReflected P wave
2
Reflected SV wave
Figure 4.12: Mode conversion
The fraction of energy reflected as compression wave, equals the square of the
ratio of displacement amplitudes expressed in (4.21). This fraction depends only on
Poisson's ratio and the incident angle. Figure 4.13 shows the energy ratio as a function of
incidence angle, for a Poisson's ratio of 0.20, which is typical of concrete. We can see in
this figure that reflected P waves decay rapidly as 00 increases and disappear completely
for an incident angle of 500. The P wave is then totally converted into a SV wave.
Al sin(20Q)sin(202) - Kcos(202) 
A0  sin(20 0)sin(2) 0)+ K 2cOS (202
All of this shows that it is very unreasonable to consider models in which P waves
radiate from the impact point and strike the first free surface at an incidence angle greater
than 200. With that particular angle, a P wave ray is first reflected at the lower free
surface and then reaches the upper surface at a distance 0.73H of the impact location. For
a 10" thick plate this distance is 7.3", which is more or less where the second receiver is
positioned. Therefore it really only makes sense to apply the impact echo method to
receivers 1 and 2. Beyond, most of the body waves are be a mixture of compression and
shear waves that do not travel at the same speed which makes the procedure unworkable.
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111-3) Results for station 2
We tried the impact echo method with recordings at station 2, 7" (17.8 cm) from
the impact location and we went through the same procedure. Starting with the simulated
data, as shown on Figure 4.15, we find a resonant frequency at 6.2 kHz, which is slightly
above the 6 kHz peak detected at station 1 (see Figure 4.8). The corrective term r, for the
time window selected (0.35 to 1.35 milliseconds) varies from 0.8% to 0.05% and is,
therefore, negligible. Using equation (4.12) we find a total deck height of 28.5 cm which
is still very close to the true thickness of 30.4 cm.
We processed the field data in a similar way. However, since the time window for
these data is much closer to the time origin, as it does not extend beyond 0.5 millisecond,
the corrective term r of equation (4.20) is this time close to 1% for the concrete layer and
5% for the asphalt layer. The results reproduced in Figure 4.15, already show less
accuracy than those obtained for the first station. A main deck thickness is still visible but
the echoes have a strong tendency to be mixed up. Again longer traces would be
necessary to secure a better resolution.
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IV- STIFFNESS MATRIX APPROACH FOR THE IMPACT-ECHO METHOD.
The impact-echo method used in the previous section is tied to the assumption
that only certain ray paths are of significant importance, namely reflections within the top
asphalt layer and within the complete deck. This assumption may have some credit
during the primary phase of wave propagation in the plate but is not valid after oscillation
modes are well established in the plate. In such case we must trade our ray path approach
with a modal analysis which accounts for coupling effects between the two oscillating
layers.
IV-1) Exact solution for a model with two layers
To derive the exact solution for our model consisting of two layers, we use the
Haskell-Thompson transfer matrix method, originally developed by Haskell [5] and
enhanced by E. Kausel and J.M. Roesset in [7]. The layered system that we have in mind
is represented in Figure 4.16 and is composed of an upper asphalt layer and a lower
concrete layer. It is, of course, an axially symmetric problem in the conditions of impact
that we are facing.
z
y
p
Figure 4.16a: Cylindrical Coordinates
~ii
Figure 4.16b: Layered Plate
For a particular frequency w and a wave number k in the axial direction, we
define the state vector in the cylindrical coordinates as
Z Up U 'T~z JT= UI(4.24)
where the superscript bar indicates that the coordinates
the total displacement and stress field as follow:
(U jC 0 ju\
S 'I10 CI g l
d(kp)1"
C= d C_d(kp)
Co
are functions of z only. We derive
(4.25)
(4.26)
Co being a Bessel, Neumann or Hankel function of order zero. More precisely the
transformation into the wave number domain and back into the spatial domain is given by
U 1 p(.
U 2= TfpCU dp (4.27)
U= kCU dk (4.28)
For each layer we define the external load vectors P71 = Si at the upper interface
and P 2 = - S 2 at the lower interface. Expressing the generalized loads in terms of
generalized displacements, we obtain
F=K U (4.29)
in which we understand K to be stiffness matrix of a particular layer. It usually has a
complicated form. However, focusing on the recordings at station 1, we are primarily
interested in waves that do not propagate in the radial direction, namely waves that have a
null wave number k. The expression of K is then much simpler and was derived exactly
by E. Kausel and J.M. Roesset in [7]. In the particular case of an axisymmetric problem,
with non zero freq iency w and zero wave number k, it reduces to
cotan 1 (4.30)
sin?)1
1 1 1
-cotan ail 
-
K-pC 1o. a a sin al
---- cotan?)
sin 71
1 1 1
-- -cotan a ?
a sinail a
where ii = wo / Cs is a normalized frequency and a = Cs / Cp is the ratio of the shear
wave velocity to the compression wave velocity. Blanks represents zeros. We note that
this stiffness matrix covers only the propagation of SV-P waves, SH waves being
irrelevant with our particular conditions of loading (vertical point load).
As in a finite element procedure we assemble the total stiffness matrix for the
complete plate by overlapping the contribution of the layer matrices at each interface. We
thus obtain a 6x6 matrix (for the 3 interfaces). At this stage, it is interesting to notice that
S and P waves uncouple and therefore it is advisable to rearrange the order of the
coordinates as:
P ={uz P P P
U U UZ
Hence the total stiffness matrix is of the form
A
K = to BI
where the matrices A and B are defined below:
cotan q
1
A -p IC, - I.
sin qk
cotan 1i,
1
B = pC, . - . _
smn q,
sin ?h
cotan ?A + r, -cotan 712
r
sin 112
1
sin i%
cotan 1,+r, -cotan 112
sin 112
in which
is the frequency normalized by the compression wave velocity and the thickness of the
layer, and
p2Cs 2 P2CP
8PA IC81 P
are the impedance contrasts for S and P waves, respectively.
The derivation of the resonant frequencies is then straightforward. Under free
vibration conditions, P =0, there can be a solution if and only if the determinant of K,
det(K) is zero, which in turn, is equivalent to the nullity of either det(A)=O or det(B)=O. It
P3 T
U}
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)
r
sin 112
r, cotan 12
r
sin 1q2
r,-cotan 712
is also clear that det(A)=O will yield resonant frequencies of shear modes and det(B)=O
addresses compression modes. As mentioned in chapter III, shear waves carry very little
energy just below the impact point, in comparison to compression waves. Therefore,
although shear modes exists, they will not be taken into account in the following.
Hence the exact characteristic equation for compression modes in our model with
two layers is det(B)=O or,
r, -cotan(/h) + cotan(h2.' 2 )= 0 (4.35)
and if we define the fundamental resonant frequency of each layer being fixed at the
interface, fI and f2 respectively as
f = and f2 = (4.36)4 -h, 4 -kh
then the characteristic equation can be rewritten as
r -cotan( - ) + cotan(m -) = 0 (4-37)
2 f, 2 f 2
IV-2) Resonant frequencies
The solution to the characteristic equation (4.37) can be found numerically within
a range of acceptable frequencies. Typically we are interested in a band of frequencies
between 0 and 40 kHz since most of the energy of the impact is located in this region. For
each possible combination of compression wave velocities in both the asphalt and the
concrete layer and thicknesses hi and h2, we obtain a different characteristic equation
and, of course, different frequencies. In the following, we assume three of those
parameters, namely Cp1, Cp 2 , hi and vary the depth h2 of the concrete layer so as to
obtain from (4.37), curves for resonant frequencies versus unknown deck height.
In the simulations, we use the following values: hi=0.05m, Cp 1=2400m/s,
p1=21 00 kg/m3 , P2=2 2 0 0 kg/m 3 , Cp2=3920m/s, the subscript 1 referring to the asphalt
layer and the subscript 2 referring to the concrete layer. The MATLAB program given in
appendix D solves (4.37) for a given range of deck thickness and plots the first three (or
more) resonant frequencies versus the deck height (see Figure 4.17).
It is clear that we can choose to represent any arbitrary number of resonant
frequencies for each deck height and that we can focus on any range of frequencies. This
allows us to produce a flexible scheme for an inverse problem.
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Figure 4.17: First three resonant frequencies of the deck versus its total thickness
IV-3) Heuristic inverse problem
The methodology for conducting an inverse problem, that is solving for the total
deck thickness (our principal unknown), follows naturally from our preceding study. First
we pick up major peaks in the frequency content of the recorded signal. Again, we
confine ourselves in the time domain to that portion where specular reflections are
dominant. Then, we try to match, as close as possible, the experimental values of the
resonant frequencies with those of the theoretical model above. If a delamination is
present, the shift towards high frequencies should be detected and translated into a
decrease in the total thickness. Of course, we do not expect the field information to
match exactly the previous model for several reasons. First, the values of P waves
velocities in the model may not match exactly the values in the field; and second,
depending on experimental conditions, not all the modes might be excited. Therefore, we
need to find a norm that will enable us to find the most probable height and evaluate the
error.
.0
For that purpose, the MATLAB program reproduced in appendix D is organized
in the following way:
step 1: specify a time window for the signal corresponding to specular reflections, (that
selection is left to the user)
step2: compute a Fast Fourier Transform of the chosen part, locate the peaks of
magnitude in the Fourier spectrum and sort them with respect to their importance.
step3: select the n largest peaks (n being up to the user) and their relative amplitude
(weight): (fj,Wj) j=1..n
step 4: for each possible concrete layer thickness (hi), and within the assumed range,
compute the distance ei of the n largest peaks of the experimental signal to the resonant
frequencies of the theoretical model corresponding a concrete layer thickness hi:
n
ei = 1 Wj.dist[fj f(hj)] (4--M)
j=1
where
distif,f(hj)]= min f3 - f(hij (4.39)
in which f(hi) describes all theoretical resonant peaks corresponding to hi.
step5: Find the hio that minimizes ei: eio=min{ei}. hio is the estimated thickness,
h=hl+hio becomes the estimated total deck height, and eio is the value of error function.
IV-4) Results for simulations
In order to check the validity of the procedure described above, we apply it to
several simulated traces corresponding to different deck heights (see Table 3.5 in chapter
III). In all cases, the asphalt layer is 5 cm (2") thick and the concrete layer is taken to be
successively 25.4 cm (10"), 20.3 cm (8") and 7.6 cm (3"). The total deck heights are
therefore 0.304 m, 0.253 m, and 0.126 m. The Fourier analysis is carried out on the first
station output. The best results are obtained for a time window ranging from t=0.2ms to
1.2ms, that is after the passage of the direct surface waves and before the multiply
reflected waves in the asphalt have completely died out. Hence, in that time window we
should only get specular reflection modes with a strong coupling between the two layers.
Later on, it is likely that the damping in the asphalt will wipe out the contribution of the
top layer, so that the concrete layer will be the only oscillator. In fact, when we tried to
take a Fourier transform for later time windows (e.g. 0.5ms<t<1.5ms) the second peak
visible in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 disappeared.
The retained frequencies ranged from 2kHz to 25 kHz and only two peaks (n=2)
were used to match the simulation results with the exact model solutions. The clear shift
in frequency seen in Figures 4.8 to 4.10 as the thickness of the deck decreases, is
perfectly detected by the automatic procedure described earlier, which gives the results
listed in Table 4.3.
Real deck thickness Estimated thickness
0.304m 0.320m
0.253m 0.270m
0. 126m 0.130m
Table 4.3: Estimation of deck thicknesses with the stiffness matrix approach
This approach, more rigorous than the impact echo method since it accounts for
all coupling effects and does not emphasize any of the ray paths shown in Figure 4.3, 4.4
or 4.5, yields estimated thicknesses that are slightly overestimated and that are not
significantly more accurate.
However, this procedure points out a few possible pitfalls in the interpretation of
the data, whatever method we choose. In particular, Figure (4.17) shows that the first
resonant mode has approximately the same frequency for a 0. 1m deck than the second
mode for a 0.35m deck. Therefore a small error in the location of a frequency peak, or
biased elastic properties, could easily lead the algorithm to jump from one branch of
Figure (4.17) to another, and thus, the estimation of the bridge deck height could be false.
This is precisely what happened, when we tried to apply this method to field data.
The algorithm turned out to be quite unstable and we could actually see jumps from one
branch to the other. Of course, as we mentioned before, the field traces are very short.
The problem should improve with longer traces, which could probably help in
defining more precisely the location of frequency peaks, thus ensuring a more accurate
procedure.
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I- THEORY AND VALIDITY DOMAIN OF THE SURFACE WAVE METHOD
I-1) Introduction - Motivations
As we mentioned in chapter III, body waves attenuate for geometrical reasons
much faster than surface waves. Namely, as body waves expand, their amplitude follow a
decaying law in proportion to r- along their spherical front whereas surface waves
decrease only in proportion to r-0 5 . The direct body waves decline even faster just below
the free surface (see Table 3.3 in chapter III). Hence, at station 3 and 4, Rayleigh waves
are indeed predominant. In this chapter, we focus on their study, starting from a technique
that has been developed for layered half spaces. In particular, surface waves have been
used extensively to measure shear wave velocities of horizontally layered soil. We apply
a similar technique in our case, essentially to find out the shear wave velocities of the two
materials we are dealing with, concrete and asphalt.
1-2) Principle
For a complete description of the theory, we refer to S.N. Nazarian and
K.H. Stokoe II in [9]. We only present here a summary. Assume that sufficiently far away
from the impact location, only surface waves propagate in the plate and they do so, along
an almost plane front. Also, assume that only one mode of surface wave dominates, i.e.
for each frequency w, there is only one surface wave propagating at that frequency, and
the displacements that wave generates at the upper free surface depends only on the
horizontal distance x and the time t as:
u = A(o)- e-i(k(w)x-ot) (5.1)
where A(w) is the amplitude (that can be complex), k(w) is the wave number in the x
direction (supposing that the plane surface wave propagates in that direction). Hence, the
complete surface displacement at time t, and abscise x is given by:
u(x,t) - fA(w)- e-i(k(w)x-&t) -d (5.2)
With these basic assumptions, if we fix the abscissa x and take the Fourier
transform in time of (5.2), we obtain for a given x:
u(x, w) = A(w) -e* (5.3)
The phase difference between station 3 and station 4 is thus expressed by
$304=k(o)Ax (5.4)
where Ax=x4-x3 is the horizontal distance between the two receivers. From (5.4) we can
extract k(w) and the associated wavelength:
I Ax (5.5)
2xY -k(w) 2 -(#3 - #4)
The Rayleigh wave velocity follows immediately:
CR(f) = f -XA(f) (5.6)
where f=2nw is the frequency in Hertz. From (5.6), we can draw an experimental
dispersion curve: surface wave velocity versus frequency or versus wavelength.
Let us note here, that in some cases, it is advantageous to introduce the Cross
Power Spectrum: for two temporal series X and Y, of the same length, whose Fourier
transforms are respectively Sx(f) and Sy(f), the cross power spectrum as defined by
S. Nazarian and K. H. Stokoe II in [9], is
GYX(f) - Sy (f) -S*(f) (5.7)
It is clear that the phase difference (5.4) is simply the cross power spectrum phase
with a minus sign. In its form (5.7), the cross power spectrum offers the advantage of
being independent of the time origin. Hence, to attenuate the effect of noise, it is possible
to average the cross power spectra of several recordings at the same location. An
indicator to assess the quality of the observed signal is the coherence function, which is
the ratio of the output power caused by the measured input to the total measured output.
Its expression isgiven by (5.8).
2(f G yx(f) -Gyx(f)(58
G xx(f) - Gyy (f)
where the auto power spectra GXX and Gyy are defined as
Gxx(f)= Sx(f)-Sx(f) & Gyy(f)= Sy (f) -Sy(f) (5.9)
The coherence function is a real number in the range of 0 to 1, close to 1 when the
transfer of information between stations 3 and 4 is free of noise. The signal to noise ratio
(S/N) is related to the coherence function via
S/N = y2(f)/[ - y2(f)] (5.10)
In case the experiment is not to be repeated, there is only one trace X and one
trace Y. The cross power spectrum can still be used if the traces are long enough: they
must then be divided in overlapping segments, windowed accordingly, and several cross
power spectra must be computed on corresponding windows in X and Y. The spectra can
then be averaged as if they had been produced by several experiments.
We note, that for stationary vibrations, as opposed to short transient signals that
we are dealing with, it is necessary to replace the original quantities X and Y by their
auto-correlation and cross correlation functions (see [11]).
However, the necessity to have an operational system, in particular the necessity
to scan a huge area in little time, prevents us from repeating the measurement several
times at the same location. Therefore, we have to cope with a single trace, that in
addition, is too short to be efficiently treated with a cross power spectrum algorithm. We
actually obtain better results, if we directly take the Fourier transforms of the signals at
stations 3 and 4 and compute the dispersion curve according to equations (5.4) to (5.6).
Thus, starting from the simulation 'case 1' defined in chapter III (see Table 3.5),
we select the first 1.2 milliseconds of the traces at station 3 and station 4 (Figure 5.1),
compute the phase lag versus frequency and unwrap it as shown on Figure 5.2.
Experience has shown, that only frequencies up to 30 or 40 kHz were of real importance.
We then calculate the dispersion curve with equations (5.4) to (5.6), and represent first
the wave velocity versus frequency in Figure 5.3. Up to 6 kHz, i.e. the frequency of the
plate thickness mode, the curve is rather irregular, but it becomes smooth for higher
frequencies.
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Figure 5.2: Phase difference between station 3 and station 4
Another interesting point of view is presented on Figure 5.4, where we show wave
velocities versus wavelengths. The latter on the horizontal axis, are restricted to the range
0 to 0.30 m, that is within the dimension of the plate thickness. We, indeed, expect to see
for short wavelengths, the occurrence of surface waves. In effect, as the wavelength
-a
approaches the thickness of the asphalt layer, the experimental wave velocity gets closer
to the Raylaigh wave velocity in the asphalt, yet without reaching it. Even though its
wavelength is small, the surface wave extends in the concrete layer and, therefore, the
total wave is faster than if it were entirely in the asphalt. Similarly, as the wavelength
extends towards the thickness of the plate, the wave velocity increases but remains below
the Rayleigh wave velocity in the concrete: the asphalt slows down the surface waves
that are mainly in the concrete layer.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental dispersion curve, wave velocity versus frequency
We now wish to extract from this dispersion curve, some information about the
structure. We proceed as we did in chapter IV, by adjusting some parameters of a
theoretical model to match the experimental results. In [9] and [10], S.N. Nazarian and
K.H. Stokoe II use a theoretical model for a half space or an infinite layered plate, based
on a Haskell-Thomson approach. In brief, it involves dividing the half space or the plate
in a finite number of elastic sublayers whose elastic properties, namely shear wave
velocities, Poisson's ratios and mass densities, are adjusted gradually until the theoretical
dipersive curve actually matches the experimental one. The authors thus obtain a profile
of soils with respect to their elastic properties. S.N. Nazarian and K.H. Stokoe II
demonstrate in [9], that the influence of the variation of Poisson's ratio and the mass
density can neglected. Hence, in our procedure, we fix once and for all those parameters
and we adjust only the shear wave velocities.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental dispersion curve, wave velocity versus wavelength
1-3) Theory for an infinite two layer plate
In order to represent the variation of soil elastic properties with depth,
S.N. Nazarian and K.H. Stokoe II use a model that contains many layers resting on an
infinite half space. The situation with a bridge deck is, of course, very different. We
assume the asphalt and the concrete layers to be homogeneous and therefore, we need
only represent two layers. Furthermore, both the upper and lower surfaces are free. The
characteristic equation that yields the propagation modes and the dispersion curve is thus
quite different.
For the determination of the exact solution of the two-layer plate, we refer to
E. Kausel and J.M. Roasset [7] as in chapter IV, but this time we introduce strictly
positive wavenumbers k, to represent propagating surface waves. The model is again a
two-layer infinite plate, shown on Figure 4.16. Equations (4.24) to (4.29) remain valid,
but the stiffness matrix must be changed so as to account for non zero wave numbers and
non zero frequencies.
Thus, for each layer, we define the dynamic stiffness matrix K, as follow:
K -2kG K" K1} (5.10)
IK21 K22
where
1-S2 (CrCS - rsC'Sr) -(1- C'C + S'S") 1+s2 0 11
" 2D -(I CrC + S'Ss) I(CS' - sCrS") 2 1 0
r
1-s 2 1(CrCs - rSCsSr) (1- CC +SS") 1s0-
-1
2D (I- CrC + S'Ss) ±(C Sr rSC'S") 2 -1 0
r
K12 - s2 {(rsS' s") - -) K21
2Dr
)>O
C'= cosh(krh)
C" = cosh(ksh)
k>0
Sr = sinh(krh)
S = sinh(ksh)
D = 2(1 CrC) + -I + rs'
with the notation
W = frequency of excitation
k = wavenumber
h = layer thickness
G = shear modulus
a= Cs / Cp = shear wave velocity / compression wave velocity
r = 1-(o/kC,)2
s = 
-(w/kC,)2
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(5.11.a)
(5.11.b)
(5.11.c)
We then assemble the layer matrices in the total stiffness matrix of the plate. For
each wavenumber, or wavelength, we can find the frequencies of the propagating modes
as the roots of the characteristic equation (5.12):
det(K) = 0 (5.12)
We solve this equation numerically, with the MATLAB program reproduced in
appendix E. The results are shown on Figure 5.5, for the same range of wavelengths that
we used in the analysis of the simulated signal, i.e. 0 to 0.30 meter. The studied plate is
again that of 'case 1' of chapter III: 10" (25.4 cm) of concrete, covered with 2" (5 cm) of
asphalt. The material properties are mentioned on the graph. We note that several modes
exist for each wavelength, but we do not know their relative importance. K.F. Graff has
shown in [4], that the slowest of the surface waves in a infinite plate, propagates with the
velocity of the Rayleigh wave, as soon as the wavelength is smaller than the thickness of
the plate. Therefore, we concentrate on the slowest mode, that we name Rayleigh wave,
and assume that it is the mode that actually predominates in between station 3 and station
4. In order to verify this, we confront in the next paragraph the theoretical model and the
simulations.
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Figure 5.5 Solution of the characteristic equation det(K)=0
II- NUMERICAL RESULTS
11-1) Numerical results on simulations
To lay the ground for an inverse process, we now bring together the dispersion
curves resulting from the simulations and those predicted by the exact two-layer model.
In the exact model, we compute the Rayleigh wave dispersion curves, for different
concrete conditions. Namely, the MATLAB program 'sweep' reproduced in appendix E,
computes the dispersion curves for a set of plates with concrete layers that have a
constant Poisson's ratio v=0.2 and a compression wave velocity Cp2 that ranges from
2000 m/s to 5000 m/s at 250 m/s intervals. The shear wave velocity Cs 2 is of course
proportional to the compression wave velocity Cp2, in the ratio given by equation (3.1).
The asphalt characteristics are the same for all plates: the compression wave velocity Cp1
the shear wave vclocity Cs1 are taken to be 2400 m/s and 1200 m/s respeci Gly. In
Figures 5.6 and 5.7, the dispersion curves of the exact two-layer problem are indicated by
little dots, whereas the dispersion curve resulting from the simulation is a full line curve.
The parameters for the simulation are different in both figures. In Figure 5.6, the
simulated plate correspond to 'case 1' of chapter III and has a concrete layer in good
condition with a P wave velocity of 3920 m/s and a S wave velocity of 2400 m/s. In
Figure 5.7, the simulated plate has a weak concrete layer, whose compression wave and
shear wave velocities are 2940 m/s and 1800 m/s respectively. We first note that the
surface wave velocity, in the exact model, tends to the Rayleigh wave velocity in the
asphalt, as the wavelength approaches the thickness of the asphalt layer. This is true,
whatever the compression and shear wave velocities might be in the concrete layer (as
long as it is larger than the shear wave velocity in the asphalt). Comparing Figure 5.6 and
Figure 5.7, we also note that the dispersion curve of the simulated plate drops
dramatically when the concrete is weak. Moreover, in both figures, the simulated
dispersion curve follows quite well the curve of the exact model that has the same
characteristics, as far as the wavelength remains smaller than 0.20 m (i.e. 2/3 of the plate
thickness).
Thus, by comparing the dispersion curve of the simulated plate with those of two-
layer exact models, we can have a good idea of the condition of the underlying concrete.
Of course, to start this comparison, we need the value of the compression and shear wave
velocity in the asphalt layer. To obtain those value, we can look at the small wavelengths
in the experimental dispersion curve and say that the wave velocities converge to the
Rayleigh wave velocity in the asphalt as the wavelength tends to the thickness of the
asphalt layer. Now, assuming a reasonable Poisson's ratio of 1/3, we can easily infer the P
and S wave velocity. With those values, we can build theoretical two-layer models for
different characteristics of the concrete layer. The comparison between the experimental
(simulated) curve and the theoretical ones, allows us to estimate the wave velocities in
the concrete layer and hence, the concrete condition.
The procedure also applies to field data. Unfortunately, at this time, the field
recordings are too short to conduct such an analysis. We indeed need traces of at least 1.2
to 1.5 milliseconds. Presently, the signals available are only 0.5 and 0.75 milliseconds
long for station 3 and station 4 respectively.
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11-2) Stability and limitations
Conducting the preceding analysis, we sometimes face stability problems due to
the unwrapping of the phase. This operation consists in making the phase continuous by
adding or subtracting 2n to the phase function whenever it shows a step of approximately
2n. Unfortunately, this operation is sometimes delicate to carry out automatically, in
particular because the definition of 'an approximately 2n step' is ambiguous. Yet, an
error of 2a in the phase, in particular in the low frequencies, can bring dramatic changes
to the dispersion curve. Most of the unwrapping errors are located around 6 kHz, i.e.
around the frequency of the thickness mode. In this area, the phase changes much more
rapidly than in other areas of the frequency range, which makes the unwrapping difficult.
Other limitations to this surface waxe analysis come from the definition of our
model. In the first place, we assume that at each frequency, there exists only one
propagating mode, and therefore one wavenumber. We saw, that this is only an
approximation that relies on another assumption, that only the first surface wave mode is
observable. The unwrapping difficulties that we face around the frequency of the
thickness mode, show that this is not entirely the case. Other modes, although small in
amplitude, bring some instability to the automatic data processing described above.
A second major assumption in our model, is that surface waves propagate along a
plane front. It indeed enables us to define a wavenumber k in the direction of
propagation. It is obviously not exactly the case, since the problem is axially symmetric
about the vertical line of the impact. To be consistent with that symmetry, we should
adopt the transformations defined by equations (4.27) and (4.28), that lead to the
characteristic equation that we actually use. The difference in the procedure would be in
the definition of the phase. We would indeed have to use Hankel functions to describe
waves, instead of complex exponentials as in equation (5.1). However, in the range of
wavelengths and distances to the impact point, that we are interested in, this additional
complication does not bring a much better precision, mainly because, in that range, the
phase of the Hankel functions behave very much like that of complex exponentials.
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III) COMPARISON WITH THE LOCAL SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
III-1) Location in time of frequency peaks
In the preceding analysis, we assumed that between station 3 and station 4, there
existed only one type of propagating wave, namely the Rayleigh wave. However, we
mentioned that equation (5.12) had many other solutions, although, at that time, we could
not tell which were indeed observable. In this section, we propose to use a local spectral
analysis, a little more refined than that of chapter III, in order to estimate the relative
importance of the different propagating modes.
In chapter III, we performed a local Fourier analysis using a fixed window,
defined in equations (3.5) and (3.6). Although, this method enabled us to point out
several types of waves, its resolution, in particular in the high frequencies, was not
sufficient to reveal more than one mode. This problem arises with a single window, that
must be able to detect low frequencies as well as high frequencies. Indeed, the width of
the window is dictated by the smallest frequency fminimum that we want to incluue in the
analysis. A good rule of thumb to select the parameters wo and to of the window is to
chose
f = 10 f . . (5.13)
2a 3 """"""'"
and
f t0 = - (5.14)2
With that choice of the parameters "j and to, the window has a compact support
[-to ; to ], or, which is equivalent, is zero outside this interval. The Fourier analysis
conducted afterward, represents fairly well frequencies above fmimmum. This remark
induces us to adapt the width of the window to the frequencies we wish to locate. Indeed,
a wide window, suitable to detect low frequencies, loses accuracy when it comes to locate
high frequencies in the time domain.
The MATLAB program 'wavelet' reproduced in appendix F, uses this idea to carry
out an detailed local frequency analysis. In this program, we first choose a set of
frequencies, typically 1,000 Hz to 25,000 HZ at 500 Hz intervals. For each frequency f of
that set, we define an new window, whose parameters o and to are given by equations
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(5.13) and (5.14), where we replace fminimum by f. We then slide this window along the
time axis, i.e. shift it by regular amounts At (typically 10 Rs). Hence, for each frequency f
in our given set and for each time step r At, where r is an integer, we compute
X(fr At) = ei2 i1&x(n dt) Wf(n dt - r At) (5.15)
n-0
where x is the sampled surface displacement (at station 3 or 4), dt the sampling period, N
the number of samples in the displacement trace, and Wf the window adapted to
frequency f. In equation (5.15), we note that the window Wf, originally centered about the
time origin, is shifted by an amount of r At. The amplitude of X(f, r dt) is indeed
representative of the importance of frequency f in the vicinity of r dt in the time domain.
With this local spectral analysis, in comparison to the one developed in
chapter III, we improve the resolution in time, of high frequencies. In particular, as we
show in the next paragraph, we are able to differentiate several propagating modes. Also,
in the following results, the local spectra are not normalized in any way, so that the
coming graphs truly represent the amplitude X given by equation (5.15).
111-2) Numerical results
With the technique described above, we analyze here the simulated displacements
at station 3 and station 4 of the typical deck 'case 1' described in Table 3.5 of chapter III.
The amplitude of the local Fourier transform, as expressed in equation (5.15) is defined
on a discrete time-frequency grid. Figure 5.8 represents a three dimensional view of that
amplitude, for displacements at both station 3 and station 4. We note that the top graph,
depicting the local Fourier spectrum of displacements at station 3, shows smooth
variations, whereas the bottom graph corresponding to station 4, exhibits several peaks
and more irregularities. In addition, the local spectrum of station 4 reveals large
amplitudes for zero frequency that are produced by the free body motion of the plate.
Figure 5.9, displays the same information as Figure 5.8, but this time, on a
contour plot. We can see that waves that have frequencies of 10 kHz and higher, are
dominant at station 3 around 0.5 millisecond and propagate towards station 4 where they
arrive later on, around 0.9 milliseconds. We assume that these propagating modes are the
surface waves. Other modes with frequencies around 7 kHz, are hardly observable at
station 3, but appear clearly at station 4. They obviously travel faster than the surface
waves and are not at all negligible as Figure 4.8 clearly shows.
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In Figure 5.10, we gather the information of both stations, to produce dispersive
curves. On the top graph of Figure 5.10, we represent the arrival time of the amplitude
maxima of the local Fourier transforms at station 3 (marked with 'x') and at station 4
(marked with 'o') versus frequency. Namely, for each frequency, we pick up the time
when the maximum amplitude occurs for each station. As expected, the arrival times at
station 3 of the maximum peaks form a smooth curve, but it is not the case at station 4.
To compute the surface wave velocity, we divide, for each frequency, the distance
between stations 3 and 4 (i.e. 12"=0.305m) by the time lag between the arrival of peak at
the two stations. Namely, if t3 (f) and t4(f) are the arrival times of the maximum amplitude
of frequency f, and d34 is the distance between stations 3 and 4, the computed Rayleigh
wave velocity is
CR = ds4 (5.16)
t4 (f) -t 3 (f)
The middle graph of Figure 5.10 shows the surface wave velocity versus
frequency. Between 8 and 16 kHz, the curve is very regular but it shows a step at 16 kHz,
due to the discontinuity of the station 4 curve on the top graph. Below 8 kHz, the top
graph shows peaks that arrive at station 4, before they appear at station 3, which proves
that cannot come from the same propagating mode. The dispersion curve is therefore
erratic below 8 kHz.
The bottom graph also represents the dispersion curve, but this time the wave
velocity is represented as a function of the wavelength. For short wavelength, there seem
to be two observable modes: the first one has a wave velocity close to the Rayleigh wave
velocity in the asphalt (1080 m/s); the other one has a lower wave velocity.
The discontinuities in the dispersion curve induce us not only to take into
consideration the major amplitude peak for each frequency, but also the second peak. We
display the result in Figure 5.11. The top graph shows in particular, that the discontinuity
in the station 4 arrival times curve in the top graph of Figure 5.10, is nothing more than a
jump from one propagating mode to the other. Indeed, both modes exist, but one
dominates the other below 16 kHz, and the other dominates above 16 kHz. A
sophisticated algorithm would be needed to form the arrival times curves of the different
modes and then to draw the corresponding dispersion curves. This goes beyond the scope
of the qualitative analysis that we are carrying out in this paragraph.
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Figure 5.8: 3-D mesh of the local Fourier transform with adapted windows
at station 3 and station 4 for the 'case 1' deck
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Figure 5.9: Contour plot of the local Fourier transform with adapted windows
at station 3 and station 4 for the 'case 1' deck
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The dispersion curves of the middle and bottom graphs of Figure 5.11 were
simply computed as in equation (5.16), with the exception that t3(f) and t4 (f) are
successively the arrival times of the major peaks of frequency f and the arrival times of
the second major peak of frequency f. We can indeed see that several modes appear.
In Figure 5.12, we compute the surface wave velocity in a slightly different way:
for each station (3 and 4), we divide the distance from the impact point to the station by
the arrival times of the peak at the station. This way, we obtain a dispersion curve at each
station. Again, the curve at station 3 is very smooth (above 7 kHz), whereas the curve at
station 4 exhibits quite a few discontinuities. Both curves match pretty well above 8 kHz,
which basically means that a same propagating mode reaches station 3 and station 4 and
that its velocity does not change in between. Below 8 kHz, we can hardly speak of such a
mode, since the dispersion curves at station 3 and 4 do not match at all.
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Figure 5.12: Dispersion curves at each station (3 & 4)
We have shown here, on simulated displacements, that the basic assumption of
the surface wave method, namely that only one mode of propagating waves is actually
observable, is not quite satisfied below 8 kHz, in the case of a concrete deck with an
asphalt cover. This explains in part, the instability in the unwrapping of the phase that we
mentioned in paragraph 11-2.
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At this stage, the available field data traces are too short to allow us to carry a
local Fourier transform analysis on them . This could definitely be the object of further
works.
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I- SUMMARY
In order to extract structural information from seismic traces generated by an
impact and recorded at the surface of a bridge deck by four sensors, we examined two
numerical analysis techniques, namely the impact-echo method and the surface wave
method. These analyses were performed on data recorded on the field and on numerical
simulations. We demonstrated that the two techniques were not to be applied to the same
recordings.
The impact-echo method, that deals with the traces recorded by the first two
sensors, close to the impact point, locates, in the frequency domain, major peaks
corresponding to multiply reflected compression waves. It enables us to measure with a
good precision the thickness of the concrete deck. It is particularly effective with the
simulated data.
The surface wave method addresses recordings by sensors that are far enough
from the impact location. At such a distance, it is assumed that only Rayleigh waves are
observable. The method consists in computing an experimental dispersion curve from the
field or simulated data, and in comparing it to theoretical dispersion curves. It is meant to
determinate elastic properties, essentially the shear wave velocities, of the deck materials
(concrete and asphalt). Applied to numerical simulations, this technique enables us to
point out weak portions of concrete. However, it turns out that this method suffers from
numerical instability due to the fact that more than one propagating mode actually exist
and that the extra modes are not negligible.
Unfortunately, the field data that are available to us for the time being, are much
too short to process properly any of those techniques.
11- FURTHER WORKS
In the first place, the two procedures must be tested on longer field data, in order
to corroborate the results found with numerical simulations. With the help of the two
techniques, we can sketch a procedure for an analysis of a bridge deck. The surface wave
method could in the first place, determine the wave velocities in the asphalt and in the
concrete layers. Those velocities could then be used in the impact-echo method to
measure the deck thickness and to locate possible delaminations.
Several methods in acoustics make use of arrays of sensors (many more than four)
to obtain a good resolution in the measurements of wavenumbers or wave velocities. The
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modal-slowness analysis is one of those methods. It might be interesting to increase the
number of sensors to obtain a better accuracy in the surface wave method.
III-IMPLICATIONS
An autoinatic process able to determine, in the field, the condition of a concrete
structure would be extremely useful for the maintenance engineer. However, the seismic
techniques that we have been dealing with, must be used in combination with other non
destructive techniques. Indeed, radar scanning reveals defects that are not always detected
by acoustic measurements, such as the presence of moisture, or problems with the
reinforcing bars.
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APPENDIX A: RECORDED QUANTITY
It is of particular interest to know what quantity the acquisition system is actually
recording, in particular if we are to compare field information with numerical
simulations. Of course, such a quantity depends very much on how the recording device
is mounted. Therefore we examine two possible mounting of the sensor, that give two
different recorded quantities.
I- SENSOR FIXED TO THE WHEEL
In the first place, we model the piezo as a spring fixed at one end on the wheel
and in permanent contact with the asphalt on the other end. We assume that the piezo
behaves quasi-statically, that is well below its first resonant frequency. Thus, this elastic
cylindrical rod reacts as a massless spring. For reasons of simplicity, we model the
asphalt layer as an infinite half space, which already gives us a good idea of the plate-
sensor interaction.
As A. Pais and E. Kausel stated in [13], that an approximate formula for the
vertical dynamic stiffness of a cylinder of radius R in contact with an elastic infinite half
space is given by
KS = KS,(1+ ia c)
where
s 4GR
Kv 
= 1
is the static stiffness. G is the asphalt shear modulus, v its Poisson's ratio; ao is the
normalized frequency
wR
ao = 
-
and c is a dimensionless factor given by
a C /C,c = KPG
Kvy/GR
With the typical values for the asphalt:
Cp= 2400 m/s
Cs= 1200 m/s
p= 2100 kg/m3
v= 0.33
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and a radius of the sensor R=8mm, we obtain
KV=144.4 x 106 N/m
c= 1.052
Hence,
K (1 + i o 7- 10-6)
which shows that for reasonable values of the frequency f=2xWs 20 kHz, the imaginary
term, dependent on w, remains negligible. The half space responds quasi-statically.
Our model is now very simple: it consists of two springs in series as shown on
Figure A-I
wheel
As for a comparison, we note that the equivalent spring
Ksensor constant of the sensor 
is
EA ExR2
KS - - = 316 x109 N/m
L L
Hence, the sensor spring is 219 times stiffer than the equivalent
spring of the half space. The asphalt layer sees the sensor as a rigid rod
K S that applies a force, proportional to the depth d it has penetrated in the
V layer as shown in Figure A-2. The recorded value, that is the electric
voltage generated by the piezo, is proportional to the constant stress in
/ the sensor rod, hence to the contact force and eventually to the surface
displacement at the location of the sensor.
Figure A-I
sensor
d
asphalt layer
Figure A-2: Sensor aphalt contact
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II- SENSOR CONNECTED TO THE WHEEL VIA A SOFT SPRING
In this case, the sensor behaves approximately as a mass held by a soft spring at
one end and excited by a vertical ground motion at the other end. The contact force
between the sensor and the asphalt is then essentially the inertia force of the sensor
mw 2X(w), where m is the mass of the sensor, w the frequency of the excitation, and
X(9) the amplitude of the ground displacements at frequency w. Hence, the force and the
recorded voltage is proportional to w2X(w), that is proportional to the vertical surface
acceleration of the ground.
We see here, that with a slight change in the experimental setting, we can select
the recorded quantity to be either displacement or acceleration. So far, the sensors are
mounted on soft springs and therefore record accelerations.
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB PROGRAMS
FOR LOCAL FOURIER ANALYSIS
In this appendix are listed the MATLAB Program we used for the local spectral analysis.
The only necessary input data are the vector X of successive displacements at a particular
station and dt, the time interval between two successive samples. Once those variables are
defined or loaded, the whole process can be launched by typing localanalysis.
LOCALANALYSYS.M
% LOCALANALYSIS
% main program for a windowed Fourier analysis
% X is the main variable
% dt is the sample time interval
[m,n]=size(X);
if (n==1)
X=X';
end
N=length(X); %is the total number of samples = length(X)
t=[0:N-1]*dt;
% CONSTRUCTION OF THE BASIC WINDOW
fO=2000; % (Hz) as defined in chapter III
tO=0.25e-03; % (seconds)
LowO=floor(- 1/2/fO/dt);
High0=ceil(1/2/f0/dt);
IntervalO-[LowO*dt:dt:HighO*dt];
gO=mywindow(t,fO,IntervalO);
plot(IntervalO* 1e3,gO);title('Fundamental Window');
xlabel(Time (milliseconds)');
pause;
main_loop;
MAINLOOP.M
% MAIN LOOP
% sweep the time domain at 'step' intervals
% to obtain a grid of spectral amplitude stored in GFW
GFW=[];
step=0.5*tO;
for Kshift=0:floor((N-1)*dt/step) % beginning of the main loop
% CONSTRUTION OF THE SHIFTED WINDOW
t_shift=Kshift*step;
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--a
n_shift=floor(t shift/dt)+1;
g=zeros(t);
for k=1:N
if ((LowO+nshift<=k) & (k<=n-shift+High0))
g(k)=gO(k-n-shift-LowO+ 1);
end
end
%plot(t* 1e03,g);
% MULTIPLICATION AND FOURIER TRANSFORM
MaxFreq=30000;
Min _Freq=0;
% range of represented frequencies;
% computation of the average value of X on the support of g
maxg=max(g);
one-g=g ./ (g+max-g/10000);
% approximately 1 for non zero values of g, zero elsewhere
meanX=sum(X .* oneg)/sum(oneg);
WX=(X-meanX) .* g;
plot(t* 1e03,WX) ;:i tle('Windowed Trace');
fftjlength=2A(ceil(log(length(WX))/log(2))+ 1);
f=[0: fftjlength/2- 1]/fft-length/dt;
fmin=floor(MinFreq*fftjlength*dt)+ 1;
fmax=floor(MaxFreq*fftjlength*dt)+ 1;
FWX=fft(WX,fft-length);
FWX=abs(FWX(1:fftjlength/2));
MaxFWX=max(FWX);
GFW=[(FWX(fmin:fmax))/MaxFWX ; GFW];
plot(f/1000,FWX);
end % OF MAIN LOOP
mesh(GFW);pause;
contour(GFW,10,[(fmin-1):(fmax-1)]/fftjlength/dt/1000,[0:floor((N-
1)*dt/step)]*step* 1000);
xlabel('Frequency in kHz');
ylabel('time in milliseconds (window center)');
MYWINDOW.M
function g=my..window(t0,f0,x);
wO=2*pi*fO;
% tO*wO>=pi and tO*wO<=2*pi
[m,n]=size(x);
if (m==1)
x=x';
end;
[m,n]=size(x);
% x is now a column vector of size m
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if (tO*wO<pi)
disp('Warning tO*fO must be larger than 1/2');
elseif (tO*wO>2*pi)
disp('Warning tO*fO must be smaller than 1');
elseif ( (tO*w0>=pi) & (tO*wO<=2*pi))
g=zeros(x);
for k=1:m
if ( (-pi/wO<=x(k)) & (x(k)<=pi/wO-tO))
g(k)=sin(pi/2*nu((pi+wO*x(k))/(2*pi-wO*tO)));
elseif ( (pi/wO-tO<=x(k)) & (x(k)<=-pi/wO+tO))
g(k)=1;
elseif ( (-pi/wO+tO<=x(k)) & (x(k)<=pi/wO))
g(k)=sin( pi/2*nu( (pi-wO*x(k)) / (2*pi-wO*tO)));
elseif (x(k)<-pi/wO)
g(k)=O;
elseif (pi/wO<x(k))
g(k)=O;
end
end
g=tOA(-0.5) * g;
end
NU.M
function n=nu(x);
if (x<=O)
n=O;
elseif ((x>O) & (x<1))
n=sin(pi/2*x)A2;
elseif (x>=1)
n= 1;
end
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APPENDIX C: MATLAB PROGRAMS
FOR THE IMPACT ECHO METHOD
In this appendix are listed the MATLAB Program we used for the impact echo method.
The analysis is launched under MATLAB by typing SPP
SPP.M
% Spectral Peak Plotting
clear;
SPPload;
SPPgraph;
SPP21ayers-
SPPload.M
% Spectral Peak Plotting
% File Loading
nl=input('First row to be tested: ');
n2=input('Last row to be tested: ');
extension=input('Extension: ','s');
safe=input('Name of the save file: ','s');
titre=input('title for the graphs: ','s');
station=input('station [:');
if (station==1)
mmm='( 1:125)" ];';
elseif (station==2)
mmm='(126:250)" ];';
elseif (station==3)
mmm='(251:375)" ];';
elseif (station==4)
mmm='(376:563)" ];';
end
for n=n1:n2
name=['W' int2str(n) '.' extension];
action=['load ' name];
eval(action);
name=['W' int2str(n)];
action=['v=[v; 'name mmm]
eval(action);
action=['clear ' name];
eval(action);
disp([name'loaded']);
end
N=n2-n 1+ 1;
if (station<4)
t=[O: 124]*4e-06* 1000; % time in milliseconds
axis([0,0.5,-2,N+1])
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else t=[0: 187]*4e-06* 1000; % time in milliseconds
axis([0,0.752,-2,N+ 1])
end
for n=1:N
v_actif=v(n,:);
v_max=max(abs(v actif));
v_actif=vactif/vmax;
plot(t,vactif*2+n- 1);
if (n==1)
hold on;
end
end
axis
hold off;
action=['save ' safe]
eval(action);
SPPgraph.M
% Spectral Peak Plotting
% velocity graph
d=[];
axis([0,0.5,-2,N+1])
for n=1:N
v_actif=v(n,:);
v_actif=vactif-mean(v-actif(1:8));
d_actif=integral(vactif,4e-06,0);
d=[d; d-actif];
v_max=max(abs(v-actif));
v_actif=vactif/v_max;
plot(t,v-actif*2+n- 1);
if (n==1)
hold on;
end
end
axis;
xlabel(Time (milliseconds)');
ylabel('velocities');
title(titre);
hold off;
pause;
clg;
% Displacement Graph
axis([0,0.5,-2,N+1])
for n=1:N
d_actif=d(n,:);
d_max=max(abs(dactif));
d_actif=dactif/dmax;
plot(t,dactif*2+n- 1);
if (n==1)
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hold on;
end
end
axis;
xlabel(Time (milliseconds)');
ylabel('displacements');
title(titre);
hold off;
pause;
% Fourier Spectrum
fftjlength=512;
v_ord=input('Fourier Transform on displacements (d) or velocities (v): ','s');
tmin=input('Start Fourier Transform at time: ');
tmax=input('Stop Fourier Transform at time: ');
if (v-or d=='d')
FP=[] ;
for n=1:N
d_actif=d(n,:);
FPactif=fit -spectrum(dactif,4e-06,tmin,tmax,fftjlength,'c','','');
FP=[FP; FP-actif];
end
else
FP=[];
for n=1:N
v_actif=v(n,:);
FPactif=fit spectrum(v.actif,4e-06,tmin,tmax,fftjlength,'c','','');
FP=[FP; FPactif];
end
end
axis([0,40,- 1,N+3])
k=[:fftjlength/2-1]/fftjlength/4e-06/1000; % frequency in kHz
for n=1:N
FPactif=FP(n,:);
FPmax=max(abs(FP_actif));
FPactif=FPactif/FP-max;
plot(k,abs(FP-actif) *4+n- 1);
if (n==1)
hold on;
end
end
axis;
hold off;
xlabel('Frequency in kHz');
if (v-or d=='d')
ylabel('displacements');
else
ylabel('velocities');
end
title(titre);
pause;
action=['save ' safe]
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eval(action);
SPP21ayers.M
% SPP21ayers
% draws an estimated cross section along the scan
ca=2400; % P wave velocity in asphalt (m/s)
cp=4000; % P wave velocity in concrete (m/s)
Ta=2*0.0254; % estimated depth of the asphalt layer
Ta=input(estimated depth of the asphalt layer(m): ');
threshold=0.99;
if (Ta==0)
cutoff= 15000;
else
cut-off=0.9*ca/(4*Ta);
end
% frequency above which nothing is considered
depth max=input('assumed maximum depth(m): ');
dt=4e-06;
offset=Ta*(1-cp/ca);
% correction for skewed rays
taverage=(tmin+tmax)/2;
if (station==1) H=1*0.0254;
elseif (station==2) H=7*0.0254;
elseif (station==3) H=19*0.0254;
elseif (station==4) H=3 1*0.0254;
end
rp=0.5* 1/((cp*taverage/H)A2- 1);
disp(['rp= ' num2str(rp)]);
ra=0.5* 1/((ca*taverage/H)A2- 1);
disp(['ra= ' num2str(ra)]);
% all local maxima
m_cutoff=floor(cut-off*fftlength*4e-06)+ 1;
impact echo=[];
for n=1:N
FPactif=FP(n,1:mscut-off);
FPmax=max(abs(FFactif));
FPactif=abs(FP._actif)/FPmax;
impact echo=[impact-echo; maximumdetection(n,FPactif(1:mcutoff),4e-
06,fftlength,cp,threshold,O)];
end
x=impact echo(:,1);
depth=(impact-echo(: ,2)+offset)*(1+rp);
axis([min(x),max(x)+ 1,0,min(max(depth),depth_max)]);
for m=0:0.2:0.8
plot(x+m,depth,'o');
if (m==0) hold on;
end
end
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%major echos peak>0.5
impact echo=[];
for n=1:N
FPactif=FP(n,1:m_cutoff);
FPmax=max(abs(FP-actif);
FPactif=abs(FP actif)/FP_max;
impacLecho=[impact-echo; maximumdetection(n,FP-actif(1:m-cut-off),4e-
06,fftlength,cp,threshold,0.5)];
end
x=impact-echo(:,1);
depth=(impact-echo(: ,2)+offset) *(1 +rp);
for m=0:0.2:0.8;
plot(x+m,depth,'*');
end
% echos in the asphalt layer
if (Ta==0)
disp('Fini');
else
impacLecho=[];
clear FPactif;
for n=1:N;
FPactif=FP(n,m cutoff:fft length/2);
FPmax=max(abs(FP-actif));
FP_actif=abs(FPactif)/FPmax;
impact-echo=[impact-echo; maxdetect-asp(nFPactifdt,fftjlength,ca,threshold,0.5)];
end
x=impactecho(:, 1);
depth=impacLecho(:,2)*(1+ra);
for m=0:0.2:0.8;
plot(x+m,depth,'x');
end
end
% assumed asphalt line;
n=O:N+1;
interface=ones(n)*Ta;
plot(n,interface);
xlabel('horizontal distance');
ylabel('depth of the echo(m)');
title(titre);
axis;
hold off;
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APPENDIX D: MATLAB PROGRAMS
FOR THE EXACT TWO LAYER MODEL
IN THE IMPACT-ECHO METHOD
In this appendix we reproduce the MATLAB programs for the exact two layer
model in the impact-echo method. The program Resonant computes the resonant
frequencies for a set of deck thickness. The other programs, starting with LOADDATA,
proceed with the inverse problem
% AAA
clear;
Resonant;
clear HO N NbMaxZeros Nbzeros alpha f f1 f2 h2 m signe-y; clear theopeak y yzero z
zO;
clc;
LOADDATA;
% Resonant;
clc;
disp('* Computation of the Resonant Frequencies *');
disp(");
asphalt=input('asphalt layer (y/n) ? ','s');
if (asphalt=='y')
disp('Assumptions about the asphalt layer');
disp('* ****** * ** ******** ** ** *** ** ** * *** **)
hl=input('Assumed thickness hI (m):
cpl=input('P wave velocity cpl (m/s): ');
rol=input('mass density (kg/m3)
% nul=input('Poisson"s ratio :
disp(");
end
disp('Assumptions about the concrete layer');
h2min=input('Minimum thickness h2min (m):
h2max=input('Maximum thickness h2max (m):
h2step=input('Precision desired h2step(m) : '); cp2=input('P wave
velocity cp2 (m/s): '); ro2=input('mass density (kg/m3) :
%nu2=input('Poisson"s ratio : '); disp('');
NbMaxZeros=input('Maximum Number of Resonances =
Frequence -sup=input('Maximum Resonant Frequency (kHz)= ')* 1000; if (asphalt=='y')
r=ro2*cp2/(rol*cp1);
oneover_r=l/r;
fl=cpI/4/h1;
else
oneover_r-O;
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h1=0;
f = 1000;
end
H=[;
U=[];
theo-peak=[];
h=[];
for h2=h2min:h2step:h2max
disp(['h2 = ' num2str(h2) 'im']);
f2=cp2/4/h2;
cherchezero;
if (Nb_zeros>0)
h=[h (hl+h2*ones(1:Nb zeros))];
theopeak= [theo-peak z];
end
end
axis([1 2 3 4]); axis;
plot(h,theopeak/ 1000,'x');
title('P-Waves Resonant Frequencies for a Double Layer Deck');
xlabel(Total Deck Height (m)');
ylabel('Frequencies kHz)');
H=H';
U=U';
% LOADDATA
clc;
disp('FIELD DATA OR SIMULATION DATA LOADING');
disp('***** ****** ** ******* *** **** *********');
TypeData=input('Field data (f) or Simulation (s): ','s');
if (TypeData=='f)
disp('Go to the subdirectory');
pause;
% On a Macintosh, during the pause, the user should go to the
% directory where the file is located using the menu bar 'LOAD'
% function; however, no file need be loaded and the user should click
% the cancel button, once in the proper directory
% On other machines, this program and the data files sholud be located
% in the same directory, and the last two lines can be omitted
row l=input('First row = ')
row2=input('Last row =);
extension=input('Extension =',');
station=input('station =');
if (station==1)
mmm='(1: 125)" ];';
Nb-points=125;
elseif (station==2)
mmm='(126:250)"];'; Nb points=125;
elseif (station==3)
mmm='(251:375)"];'; Nbpoints=125;
elseif (station==4)
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mmm='(376:563)" ];'; Nb-points=188;
end
v=[];
for row=row1:row2
name=['W' int2str(row) '.' extension];
action=['load 'name ]; eval(action);
name=['W' int2str(row)]; action=['v=[v;'
name mmm]; eval(action);
action=['clear' name]; eval(action);
disp([name ' loaded']);
end
NbTraces=row2-row 1+1;
dt=4e-06;
elseif (TypeData=='s')
disp('Go to the subdirectory');
pause;
Nb-points= 1024;
station=input('station =');
D_orA=input('displacement (d) or acceleration (a) =',');
if (DorA=='d')
action=['load DPLT' int2str(station) '.ZZ;']; eval(action);
name= ['DPLT' int2str(station)];
action=['v=' name ';'];
eval(action);
action=['clear' name ';'];
eval(action);
elseif (D-orA=='a')
action=['load APLT' int2str(station) '.ZZ;'];
eval(action);
name=['APLT' int2str(station)];
action=['v=' name ';'];
eval(action);
action=['clear' name ';'l;
eval(action);
end
NbTraces=1;
dt=v(2, 1)-v(1,1);
v=-v(:,2); % notice the - sign
end
v=v;
main;
% cherche zero
f= 100:100: Frequence-sup;
N=length(f);
y=one overr*(tan(pi/2*f/fl))+ (tan(pi/2*f/f2));
yy=(tan(pi/2*f/f1)).A(-1)+oneover r*((tan(pi/2*f/f2)).A(-1));
%axis( [min(f),max(f),- 10,10]);plot(f,y);axis;pause;
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signe-y=sign(y);
yzero= 1/2*abs(diff(signey));
signe .yy=sign(yy)
yyzero= 1/2*abs(diff(signe-yy));
%comb(f(1: (N-1)),yzero);
z=U;
for m=1:(N-1)
if ( (yzero(m)>O) & (y(m+1)>y(m)) ) alpha=y(m)/(y(m)-y(m+1));
zO=f(m)+alpha*(f(m+ 1)-f(m));
z=[z zO];
elseif ( (yyzero(m)>O) & (yy(m+1)<yy(m)) ) alpha=y(m)/(y(m)-y(m+ 1));
zO=f(m)+alpha*(f(m+ 1)-f(m));
z=[z zO];
end
end
if (length(z)>NbMaxZeros)
z=z(1:NbMaxZeros);
end
Nb_zeros=length(z);
HO=ones(1:NbMaxZeros)*(-le+05);
HO(1:min(Nb.zeros,NbMaxZeros))=z(1:min(Nb-zeros,NbMaxZeros));
H=[H ; HO];
U=[U ; ones(1:NbMaxZeros)];
% main
cig;
subplot;
answer='n';
if (TypeData=='f') Nb-points=length(v(:,1));
elseif (TypeData=='s') Nb.points=length(v);
end
while (answer=='n')
tmin=input('Tmin (ms)= ')*1e-03; tmax=input('Tmax (ms)= ')*1e-03;
nmin=floor(tmin/dt)+ 1; nmax=min(ceil(tmax/dt)+ 1,Nb-points); if (TypeData=='f')
vactif=v(nmin:nmax,1:NbTraces);
elseif (TypeData=='s') vactif=v(nmin:nnax);
end
t=[(nmnin-1):(nmax-1)]*dt;
axis([(nmin-1)*dt*1000,(nmax-1)*dt*1000,-1,NbTraces]); for n=1:NbTraces
if (TypeData=='f')
vactifMax=max(abs(vactif(:,n))); plot(t* 1e03,vactif(:,n)/vactifMax+n- 1);
elseif (TypeData=='s')
vactifMax=max(abs(vactif));
axis([1 2 3 4]);axis; plot(t* 1eO3,vactif/vactifMax*3+n- 1);
end
if (n==1)
hold on;
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end
end
hold off;
axis;
answer=input('Do you agree with that time window? (y/n) ','s'); end
fft-length=input('FFT length =
Nb-points=nmax-nmin+ 1;
fftlength=max(fft length,Nb points);
fftlength=2A(Ceil(log(fft_length)/log(2)))
if (TypeData=='f')
FP=] E;
for n= 1:NbTraces
FPO-AAA-spectrum(v(:,n)',dt,nminnmaxfft-length,O,'c','AAA','field data');
FP=[FP abs(FPO)'];
end
FP=FP';
elseif (TypeData=='s')
FP=AAA_spectrum(v,dt,nmin,nmax,fft-length,0,'c','AAA',D-orA);
FP=abs(FP);
end
F_cutoff=input('CuL-off frequency (kHz): ');
F_cutoff=Fcutoff*1000;
m_cutoff=min(floor(F cutoff*dt*fftlength)+ 1,fft-length/2);
NbMaxPeaks=input('Maximum number of peaks to consider: ');
peak-min=input('Minimum Frequency for retained peaks (kHz): ')*1000;
if (TypeData=='f')
H_estimate=[];
for n=1:NbTraces
FPO=FP(n, 1: mscutoff);
[Lpeak,weight,Nb-of peaks]=locatepeak(FPOdtfftlength,NbMaxPeaks,peakmin);
match-frequency;
H_estimate=[H-estimate h_guess];
end
axis([1 2 3 4]);axis;
comb(H estimate);
elseif (TypeData=='s')
FPO=FP(1:mcutoff);
[Lpeak,weight,Nb-ofpeaks]=locate-peak(FPO,dt,fft-length,NbMaxPeaks,peak_min);
matchfrequency;
H_estimate=hguess
end
function FP=AAAspectrum(x,dt,n1,n2,fftjlength,integration,p-orsc,titre,label);
n=[1:(n2-n1+1)];
P=x(nl:n2);
% regress P on a line and remove that linear displacement bestline=polyfit(n,P, 1);
LP=P-polyval(bestjline,n);
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% Fourier Transform
FP-fft(LP,fft-length);
FP=FP(1:fftjlength/2); f=[0:fft_length/2-1]/fftjlength/dt;
factor=i*2*pi*f;
factor=factor .^ (-integration);
FP=FP .* factor;
% graphs
cig;
axis([O,1,0,1]);
axis;
subplot(21 1);
plot([(n1 -1):(n2- 1)]*dt* 1000,LP);
xlabel('time (milliseconds)');
ylabel(label);
title(titre);
grid;
axis([0,20,0,max(abs(FP))]);% display limited at 20 kHz
subplot(212);
if (por_c=='c')
c-mb(f/1000,abs(FP));
elseif (porc=='p'
plot(f/1000,abs(FP));
grid;
end
xlabel('Frequency (kHz)');
ylabel(label);
title(titre);
subplot;
axis;
%match_frequency
for mm= 1:Nb-of-peaks
if (mm==1) e=(weight(mm)A2)*min(abs(Lpeak(mm)*U-H));
else e=e+(weight(mm)A2)*min(abs(fpeak(mm)*U-H));
end
end
[err,iO]=min(e);
h-guess=hl+h2min+(iO-1)*h2step
function [FIntensity,Nb_of-peaks]=locatepeak(xdtfftlength,NbMaxPeaks,fmin);
x=abs(x);
Nx=length(x);
F1=[];
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Intensityl=[];
sup=max(x);
for mm=3:(Nx-2)
if ( (x(mm)>x(mm-1)) & (x(mm)>x(mm+ 1)) & (x(mm)>x(mm-2)) & (x(mm)>x(mm+2)))
fO-(mm- 1)/fftilength/dt;
if (fO>fmin)
F1=[Fl f]
Intensity 1=[Intensity 1 x(mm)/sup];
end
end
end
if (length(F1)<NbMaxPeaks)
Nb_of_peaks=length(F1);
else
Nb-of peaks=NbMaxPeaks;
end
[Intensity,Index]=sort(-Intensityl);
Intensity=-Intensity(1:Nb-of peaks);
F=zeros( 1 :N- _oLpeaks);
for mm= 1:Nb of-peaks
F(mm)=F1(Index(mm));
end
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APPENDIX E: MATLAB PROGRAMS
FOR THE SURFACE WAVE METHOD
The MATLAB program SASW performs the surface wave analysis analysis on
simulated data or field data. All the other program address the inverse problem.
% SASW
clear;
hold off;axis([1 2 3 4]);axis;subplot;
clc;
disp('********************')
disp('********** SASW ANALYSIS ************');
disp('FIELD DATA OR SIMULATION DATA LOADING');
TypeData=input('Field data (f) or Simulation (s): ','s');
if (TypeData=='f)
disp('Go to the subdirectory');
pause;
row=input('row = ')
extension=input('Extension =,'s);
station1=input('station [1 =
station2=-input('station [2 =')
distance=input('distance between station [1 and [2 =
if (stationl==1)
mmm='(1: 125);';
Nbpoints=125;
elseif (station1==2)
mmm='(126:250);';
Nbpoints= 125;
elseif (station1==3)
mmm='(251:375);';
Nbpoints= 125;
elseif (station1==4)
mmm='(376:563);';
Nb-points= 188;
end
name=['W' int2str(row) '.' extension];
action=['load ' name ];
eval(action);
name=['W' int2str(row)];
action=['v1=' name mmm];
eval(action);
if (station2==1)
mmm='(1: 125);';
Nbpoints= 125;
elseif (station2==2)
mmm='( 126:250);';
Nbpoints= 125;
elseif (station2==3)
mmm='(251:375);';
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Nb-points= 125;
elseif (station2==4)
mmm='(376:563);';
Nb -points= 188;
end
name=['W' int2str(row)];
action=['v2=' name mmm];
eval(action);
action= ['clear ' name];
eval(action);
disp([name 'loaded']);
dt=4e-06;
elseif (TypeData=='s')
disp('Go to the subdirectory');
pause;
Nb-points= 1024;
D_orA=input('displacement (d) or acceleration (a) =',');
station1=input('station [1=');
station2=input('station [2=');
distance=input('distance between station [1 and [2=
if (DorA=='d')
action=['load DPLT' int2str(stationl) '.ZZ;'];
eval(action);
name=['DPLT' int2str(station 1)];
action=['v 1=' name ';'];
eval(action);
action=['clear' name ';'];
eval(action);
action=['load DPLT' int2str(station2) '.ZZ;']; eval(action);
name=['DPLT' int2str(station2)]; action=['v2=' name';'];
eval(action);
action=['clear' name ';'];
eval(action);
elseif (D_or_A=='a')
action=['load APLT' int2str(station 1) '.ZZ;']; eval(action);
name=['APLT' int2str(station1)]; action=['v 1=' name ';'];
eval(action);
action=['clear' name ';'];
eval(action);
action=['load APLT' int2str(station2) '.ZZ;']; eval(action);
name=['APLT' int2str(station2)]; action=['v2=' name ';'];
eval(action);
action=['clear' name ';']; eval(action);
end
dt=v1(2,1)-v1(1,1);
vl=-vl(:,2); % notice the - sign v2=-v2(:,2);
end
tmin=input('Tmin (ms)=')/1000; tmax=input(Tmax (ms)= ')/1000;
n1=1+floor(tmin/dt); n2=1+floor(tmax/dt);
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fftjlength=2Acp l(log(n2-n1)/log(2))*4 t=[(n l-1):(n2-1)]*dt;
vI=v1(nl:min(n2,length(v1)))';
v2=v2(nl:min(n2,length(v2)))';
if (n2-n1+1>length(v1))
v1=[vl zeros((length(vl)+1):(n2-nl+1))];
end
if (n2-n1+1>length(v2))
v2=[v2 zeros((length(v2)+1):(n2-nl+1))];
end
% regresses vI and v2 on a line and removes that linear displacement
bestline=polyfit([1:Iength(vl)],vl,1);
v1=v1-polyval(bestjline,[1:length(v1)]);
bestline=polyfit([1:length(v2)],v2,1);
v2=v2-polyval(bestjline,[1:Iength(v2)]);
subplot(21 1);plot(t* 1000,v1);
xlabel('time (milliseconds)');
if D or A=='d'
titre=['Displacements at station 'int2str(station 1)];
else
titre=['Accelerations at station 'int2str(station1)];
end
title(titre);
subplot(212);plot(t* 1000,v2);
xlabel('time (milliseconds)');
if D or A=='d'
titre=[Displacements at station 'int2str(station2)];
else
titre=['Accelerations at station 'int2str(station2)];
end
title(titre);
pause;
subplot;
fi=fft(v1,fftjlength);
f2=fft(v2,fftlength);
fl=fl(1:fft length/2);
f2=f2(1: fftilength/2);
cp=conj(fl).*f2;
phase=-unwrap(angle(cp)); f=[O:(fftlength/2-1)]/fftjlength/dt;
cig;
%axis([1 2 3 4]);axis;
subplot(21 1);
axis([O 40 -pi pi]);
plot(f/1000,-angle(cp));
xlabel('Frequency (kHz)');ylabel('phase (rad)'); title('Phase Difference');
subplot(212);
%axis([1 2 3 4]);axis;
axis( [0 40 min(phase) max(phase)]); plot(f/ 1000,phase);
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xlabel('Frequency (kHz)');ylabel('phase (rad)'); title('Unwrapped Phase Difference');pause;
axis([1 2 3 4]);axis;
subplot;
MinFreq=input('Minimum Frequency (kHz) = ')*1000;
N_MinFreq=ceil(MinFreq*(fft-length*dt))+1; NMinFreq=min(NMinFreq,fftlength/2);
MaxFreq=input('Maximum Frequency (kHz) = ')* 1000;
N_MaxFreq=ceil(MaxFreq*(fft-length*dt))+1; NMaxFreq=min(NMaxFreq,fft-length/2);
fStar=f(max(2,N_Min_Freq):NMaxFreq);
phaseStar=phase(max(2,NMinFreq):NMaxFreq); plot(fStar/ 1000,phaseStar);
xlabel('Frequency (kHz)');ylabel('phase (rad)');title('Cross Power Spectrum Phase');pause;
delay= 1/(2*pi)*phaseStar./fStar;
Vr=distance*(delay.A(- 1));
Lr=Vr./fStar;
plot(fStar/1000,Vr);
xlabel('Frequency (kHz)');ylabel('Wave Velocity (m/s)');title('Dispersion Curve');pause;
MaxWaveLeng th=input('Maximum Wavelength (m)=');
sup=0;inf=le+12;;
for mm= 1:length(Vr);
if ((Vr(mm)>sup) & (Lr(mm)<=Max-WaveLength))
sup=Vr(mm);
end
if ((Vr(mm)<inf) & (Lr(mm)<=MaxWaveLength))
inf=Vr(mm);
end
end
axis([0,MaxWaveLength,inf*0.9,sup* 1.1]);plot(Lr,Vr);
xlabel('Wavelength (m)');ylabel('Wave Velocity (m/s)');title('Dispersion Curve');
%axis([1 2 3 4]); axis;
% sweep.m
Vpmin=2000;
Vpmax=5000;
Vpstep=250;
nu=0.2;
lmin=0.05;
lstep=0.005;
Imax=0.30;
Vp1=1200;
Vs1=600;
h1=0.05;
rol=2100;
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NbV=(Vpmax-Vpmin)/Vpstep+ 1;
Nb l=(lmax-lmin)/lstep+ 1;
VRayleigh=zeros(Nbj ,NbV);
for N=1:NbV
Vp2=Vpmin+(N-1)*Vpstep; Vs2=Vp2*((1-2*nu)/2/(1-nu))A(1/2);
disp(['Vp2=' int2str(V p2) ' Vs2-' int2str(Vs2)]);
two-layer;
VRayleigh(1:Nbjl,N)=Vr;
name=['save Vp' int2str(Vp2) '.mat']
eval(name);
end
axis([1 2 3 4]); axis; plot(lmin: lstep:lmax,VRayleigh,'x');
title('Rayleigh Waves Dispersion Curves (Vs1=1700m/s)');
xlabel ('Wavelength (m)');ylabel('Wave Velocity');
axis([0.05,0.3,1000,2000]); plot(lmin:lstep: lmax,VRayleigh,'x');
title('Rayleigh Wave Dispersion Curves');
xlabel('Wavei ngth (m)');ylabel('Wave -velocity (m/s)');
% two-layer.m
lmin=0.05;
1step=0.005;
lmax=0.30;
%Vpl=:2400;
%Vs1=1200;
%hl=0.05;
%rol=2100;
%Vp2=4000;
%Vs2=2450;
h2=0.25;
ro2=2200;
Vs=max(Vs 1,Vs2);
axis([1 2 3 4]);axis;clg;hold off ;subplot;
F=[];
axis([0,Vs/Imin/1000,-0.005,0.01]);
Vr=zeros(lmin:lstep: max);
for 1=1min:Istep:lmax;
% disp(['lambda= 'num2str(l) 'im']);
k=2*pi/l;
fmax=Vs/1*0.99;
Nb.freq=200;
fmin=fmax/Nbfreq;
y=zeros(1:Nbjfreq);
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for m=1:Nbfreq
f=m*fmin;
w=2*pi*f;
y(m)=real(det((total-stiff(k,w,h l,ro l,Vp 1,Vs 1,h2,ro2,Vp2,Vs2))));
end
plot([1:Nbjfreq]*fmin/1000,y);
if (l==lmin)
hold on;
end
signe=sign(y);
racine=0.5*abs(diff(signe));
FF=[;
for m=1:(Nb freq-1);
if (racine(m)>0)
FF=[FF ((m+0.5)*fmin)];
end
end
if (length(FF)>0)
F=[F FF];
L= [L I*ones(1:length(FF))];
Vr((I-Imin)/lstep+ 1)=min(FF)*1;
end:
end
grid;
xlabel('Frequency (kHz)');title('det(K)');
%print('electra');
hold off;
cig;
subplot;
Velocity=F.*L;
axis([0.05,0.3,1000,2400]);
plot(L,Velocity,'o');xlabel('Wavelength (m)');ylabel('Wave Velocity'); hold on;
plot(lmin:lstep:lmax,Vr,'x');hold off;axis;
titre=['Surface Wave propagation modes, Vp'-=' int2str(Vp2) 'm/s, Vs2=' int2str(Vs2) 'm/s']; title(titre);
%print('electra');
Vr=Vr';
function Ktot=total_stiff(k,w,hl,rol,Vpl,Vs1,h2,ro2,Vp2,Vs2);
G1=rol*Vs1A2;
G2=ro2*Vs2A2;
Zero mat=[0 0;0 0];
K1=[Zero mat Zeromat Zeromat;
Zeromat Zeromat Zeromat;
Zeromat Zeromat Zero_mat];
K2=K1;
K1(1:4,1:4)=stiff(k,w,Vpl,Vsl,hl)*G1/(G1+G2);
K2(3:6,3:6)=stiff(k,w,Vp2,Vs2,h2)*G2/(G 1+G2);
K_tot=K1+K2;
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---- id
function K=stiff(k,w,VpVsh);
r=(1-(w/k/Vp)A2)A(0.5); s=(1-(w/k/Vs) A2) A(0.5); Cr=cosh(k*r*h);
Cs=cosh(k*s*h);
Sr=sinh(k*r*h);
Ss=sinh(k*s*h);
D=2*(1-Cr*Cs)+(1/(r*s)+r*s)*Sr*Ss; al 1=1/s*(Cr*Ss-r*s*Cs*Sr); a12=-(1-
Cr*Cs+r*s*Sr*Ss);
a21=a12;
a22=1/r*(Cs*Sr-r*s*Cr*Ss);
A 11=[al1 a12; a21 a22];
B 11=[0 1; 1 0]; K1=(1-sA2)/2/D*A 11-(1+sA2)/2*B 11;
A22=[al l -al2; -a21 a22];
B22=[0 -1; -1 0];
K22=(1-sA2)/(2*D)*A22-( 1+sA2)/2*B22;
c1 1=1/s*(r*s*Sr-Ss);
c12=-(Cr-Cs);
c21=-c 12;
c22=1/r*(r*s*Ss-Sr);
K12=(1-sA2)/2/D*[c1 1 c12;c21 c22]; K21=K12';
K=[K1l K12; K21 K22];
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APPENDIX F: MATLAB PROGRAMS
FOR THE SURFACE WAVE METHOD
% WAVELET.M
% local Fourier analysis with varying window
% X is the main variable
% dt is the sample period
[m,n]=size(X);
if (n==1)
X=X';
end
time-step=0.Ole-03; % the Fourier analysis is conducted every time-step
time-step=floor(timestep/dt)*dt;
tracejlength=length(X);
t=[0:trace length-1]*dt;
NbWindows=tracelength/time-step; % number of time windows per frequency
fftlength=max(1024,2(ceil(log(tracejlength)/log(2))));
Frequency-min=1000;
Frequency-max=25000;
Frequency~step=500;
if (Frequency-max>1/dt/2)
Frequencymax=1/dt/2
end
Kmin=floor(Frequency-min*dt*fftjlength); Kmax=ceil(Frequencymax*dt*fft length);
Kstep=max(floor(Frequency.step*dt*fft length), 1); FourierTransform=zeros(1:tracejlength);
for n= 1: trace-length
FourierTransform(n)=exp(-i*2*pi*(n-1)/fft_length);
end
GFW=[];
for k=Kmin:Kstep:Kmax
frequency=k/fft length/dt;
disp(['Frequency = 'int2str(frequency) 'Hz']);
f0=frequency/3;
t0=0.51/f0;
LowO=floor(- 1/2/f0/dt);
High0=ceil(1/2/f0/dt);
Interval0-[LowO*dt:dt:HighO*dt];
gO=my-win(tO,fO,IntervalO);
FT=FourierTransform.Ak;
F=[];
for TTshift=0: floor((tracejlength- 1)*dt/time-step)
% beginning of the main loop
% CONSTRUTION OF THE SHIFTED WINDOW
t_shift=TTshift*time-step;
n_shift=floor(t_shift/dt)+ 1;
g=zeros(t);
for k= 1: tracelength
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if ((Low0+nshift<=k) & (k<=nshift+Higho) ) g(k)=g0(k-n-shift-Lowo+1);
end
end
% MULTIPLICATION AND 'FOURIER' TRANSFORM
% computation of the average value of X on the support of g max-g=max(g);
oneg=g ./ (g+max-g/1 0 0 0 0 );
% approximately 1 for non zero values of g, zero elsewhere meanX=sum(X .*
oneg)/sum(one-g);
WX=(X-meanX) .* g;
% plot(t* 1e03,WX/max.g);title('Windowed Trace');
F_kt=sum(WX.*FT);
F=[abs(Fkt) F ];
end % OF MAIN LOOP
GFW=[GFW ; F ];
end
GFW=GFW';
hold off;
axis([1 2 3 4]);axis;
mesh(GFW);
title(titre);
print('electra );
% pause;
contour(GFW,10,[Kmin:Kstep:Kmax]/fft length/dt/ 1000, [0: floor((tracelength-
1)*dt/time step)]*timestep*1000); title(titre);
xlabel('Frequency in kHz');
ylabel('time in milliseconds (window center)');
print('electra');
function g=mywin(t,f0,x);
wO=2*pi*fO;
% tO*w0>=pi and tO*wO<=2*pi
[m,n]=size(x);
if (m==1)
end;
[m,n]=size(x);
% x is now a column vector of size m
if (tO*wO<pi)
disp('Warning tO*fO must be larger than 1/2');
elseif (tO*wO>2*pi)
disp('Warning tO*fO must be smaller than 1'); elseif ( (tO*wO>=pi) & (tO*wO<=2*pi))g=zeros(x);
for k= 1: m
if ( (-pi/wO<=x(k)) & (x(k)<=pi/wO-tO))
g(k)=sin(pi/2*nu((pi+w0*x(k))/(2*pi-w0*tO)));
elseif ( (pi/w0-t0<=x(k)) & (x(k)<=-pi/wO+tO))
g(k)=1;
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elseif ( (-pi/wo+tO<=x(k)) & (x(k)<=pi/wO) g(k)=sin( pi/2*nu( (pi-wO*x(k))
(2*pi-w0*t0) ))
elseif (x(k)<-pi/wO)
g(k)=O;
elseif (pi/wO<x(k))
g(k)=O;
end
end
g=tOA(-0.5) * g;
end
function n=nu(x);
if (x<=O)
n=O;
elseif ((x>O) & (x<1)) n=sin(pi/2*x)A2;
elseif (x>=1)
n= 1;
end
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